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Student 
r 
Designs
 
Shelter
 
An
 
SJS
 
student, designer of 
bomb
 
and
 
full
-out
 shelters,  in-
stalled
 
the  
first  of a series
 of 
the 
muss
-produced
 
structures 
Friday  
in 
Santa
 
Clara.
  
Barry
 
Swenson, a senior 
busi-
ness
 
major,
 
hatched
 the idea and 
design
 
for
 the
 shelter from 
a spe-
cial
 
studies
 class 
he took at 
SJS 
daring
 
the 
Spring 
semester.
 
Swenson
 
said,
 
-The  shelter
 de-
sign
 
is
 
accepted
 by the San 
Jose 
civil
 
defense
 
office  as suitable 
for 
blast
 
and 
fall
-out
 protection. At 
the
 
game
 time
 the design
 is
 
suit-
able
 
for 
pre
-fah 
construction." 
The
 
bomb
 
shelter
 is an 
eight  by 
ten
 
foot
 
box. 
The  walls are 
of 
high
 
strength
 concrete with 
a 
half. 
ton
 
of
 
reinforcing
 steel 
imbedded  
in 
them.
 
The 
ceiling is 12 
Inches  
thick
 
to 
offer  
greater  blast 
pro-
tection.  
The 
shelter
 Is 
delivered
 on 
a low 
buy 
truck 
and
 trailer in 
two sec-
i ions.
 
The
 
shelter
 is 
buried  in the 
ground  with 
two and
 is half 
feet 
i.f 
earth
 
covering  
the top 
of
 the 
unit.
 There 
is a 
hand
-operated  
blower
 
that is used
 to ventilate 
the 
shelter.  
Initial
 
construction
 
of
 the 
shel-
ters was 
begun  this 
slimmer.
 The 
first
 
unit  
built  was a 
demonstra-
tion model
 that has 
been on 
dis-
play
 at local 
shopping 
centers 
and 
at the 
Santa 
Clara  
L'ounty
 fair. 
Swenson
 has 
been  
raised
 in the 
astruction
 business
 an his 
fa-
miliarity
 
with
 this 
field 
enabled
 
Ii to design the
 shelter. 
lie has attended 
SJS since 
1957
 
and plans 
to graduate 
in the sum-
mer of this 
year.  Swenson 
is
 a 
rnember of Delta Upsilon. 
Scholarships,  
Loans Are Now 
Available
 Here 
Sall 
Jose State College an-
nounced
 today that 
scholarships
 
and loan 
funds are now 
available 
to 
prospective  
and
 
enrolled-
 stu-
dents  for 
1962-1963.
 
Information
 
concerning  
scholar-
ships
 
and 
loans
 may
 be 
found
 in 
the 1962.1963 
Financial Aids Bul-
letin.
 
This
 booklet 
may  
be
 picked 
tip 
in 
Room 
269, 
Administration
 
building,
 
or by writing Donald R. 
Ryan,
 
chairman  of the
 
College  
Scholarship
 
and 
Loan  
committee,  
Roan
 
269, 
Administration
 Build-
ing,
 
San  
Jose  State 
College,
 San 
Jose
 
14,  
California.
 
The
 
booklet
 includes 
an appli-
,ation
 
blank
 
and  a 
scholarship
 
neurnmendation
 blank, 
which  
imist
 
be filed 
along with
 
three  
let
 
t
 
era
 
of
 
recommendation,
 by 
April 
15, 
1962.
 
Applications
 will 
not
 
be 
considered
 after 
this 
dead-
line.
 
Funds
 for 
all
 scholarships
 
are 
administered
 
by
 the College
 
Stu-
dent
 
Loan
 
and Scholarship
 Corn-
niittee.
 
The  
awards
 are 
made
 
on 
a 
competitive
 
basis 
with  
considera-
tion
 
being
 
given  
to 
scholastic
 at-
tainment
 
financial
 
need, 
character
 
and
 
promise.
 
The 
applicant
 
must
 
also
 
be
 
a 
regularly
 enrolled 
stu-
dent
 
at
 
San 
Jose
 State 
College, 
Trying
 
a 
minimum
 of 12 
acmes-
Mts.
 
A 
minimum 
accumula. 
'  grade  
point
 
average of 2.75 is 
also
 
required.
 
Srholarships
 are given 
in 
Hie  
l.14141s
 
of
 
education,  
engineering,  
line
 
arts.
 
journalism  and advertis-
mg
 
and
 
music,  
as well as 
other  
reas.
 
Applications
 for the San 
Jose 
State
 
College
 
Student
 
Loan 
Pro-
gram
 
can  
he obtained 
in 
the 
administrative
 
.asaistant's office.
 
!t.ail
 
253,
 
Administration  
build. 
hg.
for the National 
Defense
 
Student
 Loan 
program 
may
 
be
 
obtained
 from the Student 
Personnel
 
office,
 
Room
 201, Ad-
ministration
 
building,  
San  Jose 
Slate
 
College,
 San Jose, California. 
--
 
- 
BLAST
 
PROTECTIONInstallation
 
of the first
 
bomb and fallout shelter in the county is shown 
here at the residence of John W. Cone. The 
it 
shelter, weighing 
21 tons, will be 
covered  with 
two 
inches of dirt after it is 
installed. 
FIRST 
BUYER
 
of
 Barry
 
Swenson's  new shelter is John W. Cone 
of
 2405 
Amethyst  Drive 
in Santa 
Clara.  Cone,
 standing 
in the 
shelter
 
entrance,
 is 
being  
congratulated
 by 
Swenson.  
Soviets
 
Hope
 
Talks  
Will 
Solve
 
Crisis
 
Editor's 
note: 
The 
United 
Press  
International
 
%ice 
presi-
dent 
14or 
Eturnw
 and
 Africa
 has 
Just 
left 
Russia
 after
 
visiting  
Moscow
 and
 
Leningrad.
 His 
ob-
servations
 
on
 
whether
 the
 Rus-
sians 
espect
 a 
nuclear
 war 
are 
based 
on talks
 with
 
Sot let offi-
cials,
 
Western
 
Mid  lllll 
rits
 and 
for-
eign 
corms  
tents In 
the 
So-
viet 
capital.  
By 
THOMAS
 
H. 
('URBAN
 
LONDON
 
JUNI
 - 
The 
over-
whelming
 
feeling
 in 
Russia's
 
two 
largest
 
cities
 
is 
that
 there
 
will  
not
 
be a 
nuclear
 war
 and 
that 
the 
Ber-
lin 
crisis
 
can be 
settled
 
by 
nego-
tiation.
 
Moscow
 
now  
realizes  
that 
Presi-
dent
 
Kennedy
 meant
 
business
 
when  
he 
said 
he 
would
 
fight  
over 
Ber-
lin.
 
This
 idea 
has 
penetrate!
 
into
 
official
 
Russian
 
circles.
 
The
 
fitm 
expression
 
of
 
Ameri-
can 
public
 
opinion
 that
 fierlin 
Students
 
Lead
 Rac
 
worth fighting
 for came as a sur-
prise to the 
Russians.
 They had 
calculated the United 
States 
and  
her
 all 
U's would fold up and 
make  
concessions under 
pressure. 
The sudden 
trip  of Vice Presi-
dent Lyndon  B. 
Johnson
 to 
Berlin 
and 
the  appointment of (ben. Lu-
cius Clay 
its
 
Kennedy's
 special am-
bassador
 were totally
 unexpected. 
The sealing otf of East 
Berlin  
was 
believed to be the first step 
in the 
Russian
 campaign to break 
the
 
will of the United States 
to 
fight.  Kennedy's 
swift  moves in 
re-
buttal, and evidence of the harden-
ing 
tesolve
 of the 
American
 people.  
slowed 
down the Russian 
program.
 
NO 
*HOOTIN(i
 WAR 
Yuri 
Zhukov,
 who is close to So-
viet Premier Nikita Khrushehev 
as 
seeretary
 
of
 the 
cultural  
ewhange  
program, told me: "There will tie 
no 
war. Not a hot 
war.
 The 
ideo-
loMeal struegle will continue. The 
' ailed States will build a darn in 
Congo. Russia 
will  build a dam 
C  
Indonesia."
 
lit 
the  
var...
 
beryiecn  
students
 
and
 
instruetors
 
of
 
higher  
educa-
tion,
 the
 
former
 is 
sprinting
 
out 
rases  
ahead,
 
while  
the 
latter
 
could
 
he 
classed
 
as 
also  ran. 
According
 
to 
Sterling
 
M. 
Mc
-
Muffin,
 
commissioner
 of 
education,
 
in 
the 
1957-58
 
to
 
1959-60
 
period.
 
full-time
 
faculty
 
with
 
rank
 
of in-
structor
 or above
 
reaeheil
 a 
fig-
ure
 
of
 
5.9
 per
 
cent.  
Western
 diplomats
 
in
 
Moscow do 
not think there will be a war. They 
Feel
 
Khrushehev  wants to get ev-
erything he can by threats and 
bluster
 but that
 he is no 
Hitler 
thirsting  for 
war.  
They  feel 
also
 
that the 
Russian  people
 
themselyrs 
do not 
want  war. 
More than any  other 
nation the 
Russians
 
1(111AV  war 
and  
its 
terrible  
oroutinurd  
on Pars 
4) 
SJS 
Students
 Report 
Three 
Book Thefts 
Talk Given 
A presentation ot the iiorld 
Situation: I all, 19a1" stro. shci. 
Friday  
at 9 
p.m. to Dr. Harris 1 
Martin
 
its 
.-r 
slat'  IliRPM. Dr. 
Martin  
is an 
assistant
 
professor
 
'it
 
histors at son 4lows
 
State.  
th, 4 
February
 Commencements
 
Favored in 
Student
 
Poll
 
Results  
of 
the 
poll 
were
 as fol-
lows: re-establishment
 01 February 
commencements 
2246
 flooring, 
924  opposed: admission 
fee for 
athletic 
events  1580
 
(storing,  
1672 opposed. 
The poll is 
not considered con-
clusive. according
 to Bob Critten-
den, Sparta party 
chairman,  but 
the questionnaires will 
have
 some 
influence 
on future 
policies.  
The 
poll results will 
be
 turned 
over
 to the
 Student Council. which 
will 
take 
any  future action. 
The 
poll on 
commencement  exercises 
also will go to the 
administration's  
commencement  
committee.  
The Athletic 
Advisory  Board. 
which  asked fur ttle 
poll,  
will be 
given the
 results
 of the 
question
 
on 
charging
 admission to
 attule-ite  
affairs. 
Funds  collected through
 
such charges 
were  to be added to 
the 
cultural  
program
 budget. 
Purpose of the proposed 
charge  
was 
to strengthen the Athletic des 
and lecture 
presentations
 
on cam-
pus.
 
partment aad broaden the cultural 
Additional comments written 
on 
the 
questionaires
 
by 
students  in -
eluded several 
suggestions to in-
crease student body 
fees to take 
Theft
 of five books from
 three 
I, 
to major
 
this seniestcr. they will 
resolve  
around
 
any strain off the 
cultural  budget. 
San Jose State 
students  were re-
ported to 
SJS campus police 
Thursday and Friday.
 
Sharon
 Von Konskey,
 203 S. 
19th
 
St. said a book 
was  taken 
from the 
bookrack
 outside the 
Spartan bookstore 
Friday at 8:50 
we 111%I. 
first
 of all 
e-taliiilied  a new 
emphasis:
 that of assistio
 
the !ollioloont Body too 
better 
meet
 its 
moral 
and  
educational
 rr 
Library Not Closed 
aponsibilities.  One
 example
 is an expanded Spartan 
Daily  to iii- 
compass national and internat. .1 affairs. 
- 
Librarian 
Insists  
a.m. 
The other thefts were 
commit-
ted Thursday. 
Joe T. Speegle. 
22821 5th at.
 in Haywood reported 
three
 books
 valued at $20.75 were 
taken front the 
Spartan  cafeteria 
shelf Thursday
 at 2 p.m. 
Speegle  told officers
 his name 
By CHRIS 
HEMONI.s:
 
Re-establishment  
4.1 
rehruary  
commencement exercise,.
 wits
 fa-
VOred  by two out of every three 
San Jose
 State College students 
participating in an opinion 
poll 
conducted during 
rat ion by 
ispama
 party, student political;
 
party.
 
A 
second miestion
 0/1 the poll ; 
asking if there slioold he a mini-
mal charge for admission to 5351 
athletic eents.  
at 
is deleateti by 
a bare 
4.2 '. 
- I 
Brent Davis
 
Invites
 
Student
 Participation 
l would like to 
take
 this 
opportutill!,  to welcome 
you
 to 
San J014. State and point out 
a few 
of the 
slimmer 
acconiplish 
nients of visor goserminent and the major 
goals  for 
this  first 
semester. V...
 '--tutu 
It'
 that 
students
 who worked
 for us 
during
 
the
 summer 1/111 it. approximatel  
1200  sol  
er hours 
WI such 
new 
project-
 a. 
I. 1 he 
Vsli .otis lie- 
brochure
 handed
 
out  at 
registrat.   
2. The arrangement for
 Ine,ses to carr.s students to I   
foot 
ball 
gain....
 
3. An agreement
 a 
itli the 
college  administration for 
mutual 
'-uupliori 
ii, 
11,%11111, 
it
 
public 
relation.
 brochure 
that  
would be oli-triblited to 1:alifornia's
 major 1111.1tilles,.
 I trio -
lit
 
impres-
 1111011 
the high 
qualito,  of 
our
 
graduates
 
in :III 
411%1.6111..  
1. k II V64'114/11 % 
1,111  10 
started 
next  
semester
 that 
oil!  
-top 
voting  irregularitie-
 .11111 at the 
same
   
bring
 
rep 
ro-entatise
 goser 
iiiii ent
 III..
 
r to a 
reality.
 
(htigeg lgin a 
d 
nor e 
s
 
lit rpesen
 
e 
oe 
rtatis  
gs 
ttttt  len t 
to S a n o r i i e
 
J ese  
lit 
llit 
past  
our  
difficulties has,
 lweit caused
 by two main 
problems.
 Number
 
one.
 our 
failure
 
to
 initiate
 project's and 
poli-
cies that are 
of vital importance to the development
 of informed 
and 
till,.' 
mm-, thereto !taming  
resulted 
in
 mans,   
vented or csuiral 
-radriates, hi order to 
overcome
 
this  
ilifficult%
 
'The 
seeonil problem was 
our failure 
to pros id.' constructis
 
ice 
service
 projects 
that would 11111 
roils 
encourage but 
allow  
as 
many 
students 
as
 desired,
 to 
actiselv  oarticipate in one 
of
 
the
 
arteries of 
represent:dia.-
 
gosernment,  iii 
the
 past .1 
spoils  s!. stern 
did 
exist  
to ,01111. 
tic;.raa
 this- 
to the 
limited
 
-clip.- 
..1 student
 
got. 
ernment and 
for  that matter a.- a4.111.1 he mole! o.omie 
of the same 
MIAS 
written inside 
the fly leafs 
of
  
pressure. 
Hosseser.
 .111111111'r a e !lase
 k a 
each book,  
directs 
students
 I,. "itw new en -
Government
 
salt
 h 
cyandcd 
scope. to the
 degree that any 
and . 
Mrs. 
Margaret
 
K. 
Nixon,
 2885
 all 
etudents
 
who
 1, 1,11 to scr... 
the Student Hods and 
e 
their 
eoll;,..  1ranee' 
If 
students are confused by the 
Warburton 
Ave.  in Santa Clara will 
he able to. NX e has, .oloopted
 ilie polies: that the still
 In W.,rk 
said a $6 book was taken
 from 
alis  more 
important
 
than :my other 
qualification.
 
rats
 building. 
they  may pick up 
shelf  inside the 
Music building 
a 
-Guide  to the 
Library."  This 
The 
principles 
0-xp011lidell
 
ill 
this  
letter 
Jr.'
 
verlainil 
0 
clial-
 
guide
 may 
be 
obtained
 at the in -
Thursday at 
1230 p.m. 
lenge 
to the 
student
 hods 
and  
therefrire  
mitt 
% I cstend a 
personal
 
nirmation  desk.
 as well 
as other
 
ilisitat   
lit 
you to 
investigate
 our and !edit
 
its 
make the 
hx.ints  throughout the library. 
principles
 of 
represent:Oise
 got er  t tit
 
.1 
!WV.. 
learning
 
TIIP  library luturs are as flows*. 
rience 
to a large
 untidier of 
students
 alio itt ihtt otherwise
 miss 
Monday  through Thursday, 
8 a.m.-
ii 
al
 part
 
hf their education. 
10:00
 p.m.: Rriday. 8 
a.m.-5:30
 
thank 
%OIL, 
rum.: Saturday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., and 
Brent Ibis is 
SlIfIllay, 1 pm -3 pm. 
commentt  
question  were: the Athletic
 
de-
partment 
should
 not pay the cost: 
game attendance
 would be affect-
, 
ed:  and the charge 
should  be really 
I minimal. 
Lawyer
 Tells 
If 
Students  
Can  
Deduct
 Tuition 
If you can
 hurdle the barriers. 
you  may be 
able
 to deduct 
your 
summer 
school
 
tuition  
from you' 
income tax. 
Leo G. 
McClatchy,  
San  Fran-
i-bast
 attorney, 
writing 4in
 tax de-
ductions 
for the 
California  Teach-
ers 
Association 
Journal, 
gives  the 
eriteria. 
According 
to McClatchy. if your
 
educational attempt
 was mainly to 
obtain
 a 
new position or 
substan-
tial 
advanct.ment, no 
deduction  is 
allowed. 
Also,
 if 
the 
education  was re-
quired to meet 
minimum  require-
ments for 
qualification or estab-
lishment 
of the
 
taxpayer
 in his 
business,
 
no
 deduction can be ob-
tained. 
McClatchy 
explains  that educa-
tional
 expenses incurred for ful-
filling the general
 educational as-
pirations or other
 pesonal rea-
sons
 of 
the taxpayer
 
would  
be
 un-
deduct ible. 
If neither ease applies 
to you. 
eonsider
 whether expenses were 
undertaken
 mainly to maintain or 
improve 
skills  required
 by you, the 
taxpayer,
 in employment. 
Also,  consider  whether expenses 
were 
used to meet the express
 re-
quirements of 
employer  or applica-
ble law or regulations, imposed as 
a 
condition
 to continued 
employ-
ment.
 
McClatchy  added that  education-
al expenses would encompass tui-
tion costs, books and 
laboratory
 
fees.
 Also 
travel
 
away
 from home 
for educational enmities would be 
deductible. 
However, he explained, com-
muting and personal
 expenses 
would not 
be deductible. 
buildings arising and expanding. , 
Thratighout
 the more than 75 
years 01 
existence
 of the college in, 
San
 
Jose, there has:e been 
no, 
I pauses ill the growth
 program 
of 
Ithe' institution.
 
- The example set by the first 
!75 years
 in -the lite of the college 
has set a precedent. for during the 
next 
25
 years, the college will 
have to grow to 
accomodate
 mem-
bers or the newer generation. 
Miss
 Joyce
 
Hack as. head li-
brarian.
 announced 
Friday 
that  the 
SJS library is 
not closed. She said 
that many students have 
apparent 
ly been misled by the 
sign on the 
old
 entrance which says that the 
. . 
. 
 
Campus Growth
 Continues
 
At 
Highly  
Accelerated Rate 
By CAROLYN PERKIO 
Editor's  
Note: This 
is the fa 
part in a series of 
articles  on the 
I ransformation the campus is pres-
ently undergoing in preparation 
for students
 of the furture. 
Expansion, growth, development . 
such viords are common on most 
college 
campuses. At San Jose 
State they are 
evident from every
 
angle, at nearly every
 glance Sth-
&Mt,  
ii 
Iv
 
alike C.111 
see:
 
NG 
BUILDING 
/MON 
or 
ph.lo  5. 
um, 
nun 
CONTINUED
 
GROWTHEver.expanding  
San 
Jose will 
have
 
art
 
expansion
 to its 
engineering  
facilities
 
as 
the 
semester
 opens 
during  
the fall of 
1962. The 
$9 million 
addition
 is 
at 
Santa  
Clara
 
and 
Seventh
 
sts. 
$9 MILLION 111-ILDINti 
A $9 million engineering 
build-
ing, now being constructed al 
San Fernando and sesent h st s., will 
he opened to students for the
 1962 
fall term, Dr. C. Grant
 Burton, 
executive
 dean, anhounced. 
The addition to the engineering 
facilities will consits of 64 faculty 
offices, offices for six department 
heads and clerical offices, one 
lecture room. 30 engineering 
lab-
oratories, nine designing rooms 
and 14 briefing rooms. which will  
be used 
for  
classrooms.
 
COMPLETION SET 
Completion date for the stele -
',ire, which costs a total of 4,388.-
1(00, is 
July :11, 1962. Construction 
.,..as begun Aug. 1, 1960. 
Equipment to he installed in the 
 hire -story, reinforced concrete 
'aiding
 will total 
$4.5 
million. 

 it -an  Burton 
stated
 $2 million
 was 
,warded
 the college at the
 last 
'teeing of the state legislature. 
It takes quite a while to spend 
'!-1 
million,"
 he  said. 
PLANS MADE 
Initial planning for the struc-
7sd°neh:tZS"itr
 
Dmsm-
f  
Aric
 ittce  Working  
drawings  were completed under 
the supervision of the division by 
Harold C Guilkey and 
Associates  
of San
 Francisco. 
General
 contractor for 
the  pro-
ject is Stoltc 
inc. of Oakland. 
2,
--SPARTAN
 DAILY 
Monday.
 
October
 2 
19A1  
Thrust
 
and
 
Parry
 
Director
 of 
Athletics
 
Praises
 
Teamwork
 
Editor:
 
Friday
 night the 
Spartan  foot-
ball team 
exhibited 
real  team-
work in 
defeating  the 
Pacific 
Tigers. 
Perhaps
 unknown 
to
 the many 
who 
enjoyed  the 
evening
 of en-
tertainment 
wa
 s the vast 
amount of 
enthusiastic  team-
work and hours 
of
 labor neces-
sary to 
make  such an affair a 
reality. 
The entire college fam-
ily should render a vote of gen-
uine appreciation to 
all of these 
Individuals for their role. Espe-
cially deserving of an accolade 
are: 
Robert Muzzy, band director, 
and Dan Carre, assistant to the 
band director, and the 'Spartan 
band for it's impressive 
appear-
ance and stimulating music. 
Dale Heisinger, head yell lead-
er and his staff of Dennis Cham-
bers, Steve Frohling, Denny Ol-
sen, Pete Schmidt and Gary 
Golbrook for their abilities to 
make the cheering section most 
effective.
 
Jan Johnson, head Spartan-
ette, and her staff, Bev Houck, 
Margie Harvey, Bonnie Crock-
ett, Sharon Hatlett and
 Kathy 
Papakonstantinou  for 
adding
 col-
or 
and zest to the
 evening. 
Walter
 Fox, audio-visual
 aid 
department, and 
his staff of 
technical experts
 who arranged 
and 
supervised  the airelesS mi-
crophones on the field and for 
the communications 
systems  
that synchronized  the
 fireworks. 
Brent 
Davis,
 ABB 
president.
 
for 
his cooperation
 and 
insist-
ence on 
providing  
student
 bus 
transportation
 and for his 
pres-
entation of 
the award to the 
-Spartan
 Man of the Month." 
Judy 
Farrell. Coed - of - the -
Month, for 
sharing
 her charm 
and beauty with
 the audience. 
Dr. John
 T. Wahlquist, 
presi-
dent, for 
his role in the presen-
tation of the 
special  award, and 
particularly
 for his 
genuine  in-
terest and 
support  of the col-
lege athletic 
program. 
Daniel Caputo, Spartan Foun-
dation president and recipient of 
the special award as a symbol of 
his efforts to aid the college at-
tain its goals. 
Jerry Vroom. game manager, 
upon whom falls the minutia of 
detail required to stage a game 
successfully. 
Byron Bollinger, Buildings and 
Grounds department, for untold 
contributions in time and effort. 
Art Johnson, athletic depart-
ment publicist, who labored long 
in dozens of areas. 
Wilfred Poulin, stadium super-
intendent, and his crew who 
gave of themselves beyond ev-
ery reasonable expectation. 
Jay Thorwaldson, 
editor
 of the 
Spartan Daily, and his staff who 
prepared and 
published  the 
"Football Special" 
edition under 
the most 
difficult  conditions and 
stipulations.  
And, to the many other 
per-
sons
 who contributed
 their tal-
ents, labor and 
support.
 
Bob 
Bronzan
 
Director
 of 
Athletics
 
,Siparian
 
Socie  
By MARIE 
LOPEZ 
Society  
Editor  
PENNI:NOS
 
Alpha Phi Barbara Bowman,
 
junior 
kindergarten
 primary 
ma-
jor, Orinda, to Phi Sig Lee 
Junta, 
senior industrial relations 
ma-
jor, San 
Leandro.  
Gamma Phi Beta 
Shelley  
Asby, junior business major 
from Los Altos. is wearing the 
pin of 
SAE
 
senior
 Bill Bailey. 
ENGAGEMENTS  
Alpha Phi Pat
 Cahill, senior 
education major 
iron
 
San An-
selmo, is 
planning  a June wed-
ding 
to SAE David Williams, 
senior  history major, attending
 
University of California. 
Betrothed  are Linda 
Strand.  
Kappa Alpha Theta senior to 
ATO junior Larry Armstrong
 
from Oakland.
 
Geri 
Vesta, senior music 
ma-
jor from Burbank has an-
nounced her engagement
 to Bill 
Purkiss, Pi Kappa 
Alpha, senior 
speech major 
from 
Westchester. 
Sue Paslaqua, senior Gamma 
Phi Beta home 
economics
 major 
has 
announced  her engagement
 
to Dick Castro, SJS grad. 
A January wedding is 
planned  
by
 Alpha Phi Jackie
 McKim, 
senior 
education major from 
Hanford and ATO 
alumni  Len 
Whitlock, now 
employed
 by Con-
tinental 
Can. 
.We on 
noaAe 
mistakes.
 
ERASE  
WITHOUT
 A 
TRACE
 
ON 
EATON'S
 
CORRXSABLE
 
BOND 
Touch-type,  
hunt -and -peck,- type 
with.ons  
bearded' 
behind 
your 
backit's  
easy 
to turn out perfect
 
papers1
 
on 
Corrisable.
 
Because you 
can 
erase 
without
 a trace!  
Typing 
errors 
disappear
 
like 
magic 
with
 just the flick of 
an ordinary pencil 
eraser.There's-never  a telltale erasure)
 
mark on 
Corrisable's
 special 
surface.  
CorrIsahle  
is
 available
 in 
light,
 
medium, 
heavy 
weights
 and 
Onion  
Skin. 
In convenient
 100
-sheet
 
packets
 and
 500. 
sheet ream 
boxes. 
Only 
Eaton  
makes
 biro., 
Corrisible.
 
rrptivi/c0,44_  
tr* P4771
 
A 
Berkshire  
Typewriter  
Paper 
roans,
 PAPER
 CORPORATION  
E 
PITTFINIBLEI. HAM 
Eaton  Corrosable Bond Available of 
ISPARTAN
 
BOOKSTORE 
-RIGHT ON CAMPUS" 
Rueiling 
at:11%111es,
 
wilAch 
were0Newman,
 
Martha,  Lod,: Rosso, 
Louella,  
held 
for the 
first 
time
 
this  
fall°),Aortas  
Hill;  
Sink,
 She'll M., Palo 
Alto;  
prior 
to registation,
 saw 
315 
girls
 
Smith, Carolyn
 Ruth,
 Menlo 
Perk; 
Spicer,  
pledge
 12 campus
 sororities,
 
DeanHartha,
 
Orinda; 
Starr,
 Marylyn Beth, 
Janet
 
Douglas,  
activities  
adviser,
 
Redding;
 
Thiel,  
Valerie, San 
Lorenzo;
 
announced
 this 
week.  
.Tronis. 
Gloria,
 Los 
Altos;  
Wheeler,
 
Presentation  of 
pledges
 will
 
be
 
Pamela
 
Lynn, 
Santa Ana; 
Ziegler,  
held 
Saturday, Sept.
 30, from 
3 
to 
Eugenia,  Walnut 
Creek.
 
6 
p.m.  at 
the 
individual  
sorority
 
houses.  
Attire  
for
 the 
affair  will
 
be formal
 for 
pledges  
and  
dress
 
for  active 
members.  
The
 following
 is 
a list 
of
 the 
girls who 
have pledged
 various 
sororities: 
ALPHA 
CHI OMEGA 
Albertson,
 Ethel, 
Palo Alto; 
Beres,
 
Jacqueline 
L., San 
Leandro;  
Barry, 
Susan 
Gay, 
Stockton;  
Blundell,
 Sharon,
 
San Mateo; 
Breen,
 Kathy, 
Los 
Angeles;
 
Brown, 
Carol  
Virginia,
 San Jose;
 Camp -
ball, 
Mary 
Ann, Claremont;
 
Chinn,  
Rosiland,
 San 
Leandro;
 Clark,
 Diane L, 
Mountain  View: 
Gemmell, 
Creagh,  
Santa
 
Rosa; 
Greene,
 Gretchen,
 Canoga 
Park;  
Handley,  
Judy,
 Sherman 
Oaks; 
Harris,  
Deborah,
 Mill 
Valley;  
Johnston,
 Cath-
*rine E., 
San Jose;
 Lazo, Ann
 Patricia, 
Oakland; 
Lee,
 Pamela Dawn,
 San 
Jose.  
Lindsey, Linda
 Kay, San 
Leandro; 
Haziaglia, Judy,
 San Jose; 
Pecsar,
 
Geraldine,
 Saratoga;
 Pfleg, 
Betty  
Jeanne.  San 
Mateo; 
Pfoff,  
Marian,
 So. 
San 
Francisco;  Richards,
 Mary 
Ellen,
 
Rolling
 Hills; Sauer,
 Elizabeth 
Louise,  
San 
Bernardino; 
Seligman, 
Marcella, 
Palos
 Verdes 
Estate;
 Spector, 
Barbara A., 
So. Pasadena;
 Sfarkman, 
Roslyn's,
 Olinda; 
Strachan,  
Carol  L., 
Los  Altos; 
Tell, 
Janice M., 
San  Mateo; 
Thompson, 
Rose-
lyn 
Ann, Indio; 
Tosteson, 
Mary  Jane, 
Oakland;
 Towne, 
Susan P.,
 Atherton;
 
Triplett,
 Kathy, 
San Jose; 
Warren, Ann
 
Carolyn, 
Monterey;  
Washburn,  Kath-
erine, Pacific
 Grove. 
ALPHA
 
PHI  
Abascal,
 Mary Jo,
 San 
Leandro;
 Ander-
sori,  
Darlene,
 Menlo 
Park; 
Andrews,  
Vicki 
Lucille,  
Atherton;  
Argilla, 
Patricia, 
San 
Carlos;
 Armstrong,
 
Carol  
Jean,
 
El 
Cerrito;  
Bertino,
 Janet,
 
Alhambra;
 
Buries, 
Margie, 
San Jose; 
Davies, 
Susan  
Jane.
 San 
Jose;  Dunn, 
Barbara 
S., 
Twenty
 Nine 
Palms; 
Hansson, 
Lena 
Inge& 
Campbell;
 Harvey,
 Karen 
Kay, 
Santa
 Barbara;
 
Hayden,
 Carol
 Ann, 
Pasadena;
 Hepburn,
 Beth, 
Palos  Verdes
 
Estates,
 
Kaiser,  Jo 
Anne Ellen,
 Manhattan
 
Beach;
 Lawson, 
Lana L, 
Pomona;  
Loper,  
Joyce, San 
Francisco; 
Mather,  Linda 
L.,  
Orinda;
 Mathews, 
Carol,  Arcadia; 
Mor-
ris,
 Nancy M., Los 
Angeles; Nelson, 
Pamela,
 San Jose;
 Rice, Suzanne
 A., 
Danville; 
Sirgo, Sara 
Margaret,
 Pied-
mont;
 Spencer, Diane,
 Glendale; Tate,
 
Juliana  M.. San 
Jose;
 Wagner, Deanne 
Carole,  Long Beech; 
West, Karen C., 
Riverside. 
CHI
 OMEGA 
Archer, Eugenia, 
Kerrville,
 Tem; Bar-
ger, Karen Ann, Sepulveda;
 Birlenbach, 
Charlotte  Anne, Modena;
 Birlenbach, 
Karen, Altadtma: Creel,
 Susan Elizabeth, 
Bakersfield; 
D'Arcy,
 Arlene, 
Mountain
 
View;
 Fenthus,
 Yvonne, Bakersfield; 
Feld-
manis,
 Dyne, Redwood City; 
Hastings, 
Patricia  Kay, 
Porterville
 'Hayes, Janet 
Marie,  Fremont; 
Haller, M. 
Harlene,  
Stevenson,  Wash.; 
Johnson,
 
Charlene,  
Saratoga;  Johnson, 
Linda,  San Jose; 
Koerper,  Marsha, 
Oakland;  Krell, 
Vicki,  
ALPHA  OMICRON PI 
San 
Jose;  Kremers, 
Ruth
 Ann, So. La -
Arnaud.,
 Kay, San 
Mateo; 
Baker,  guna. 
Margie
 E.,
 
Coronado;  
kale,  
Carol 
Louise,
 Los Angeles;
 Bede, Bette 
Jo, 
Burlingame;  Bishop,
 Patricia, 
Pittsburg;  
Broksell, 
Diane,
 Vallejo; 
Chaddock,
 Carol 
Leilani, 
Pasadena;
 Ernst, 
Nancy,  Los 
Angeles; 
Grigsby, Kathryn, 
San  Jose; 
Harrell, 
Susan  M., Los 
Altos;
 Hathaway, 
Lynne,
 Riverside; Hughes,
 Patricia Jane, 
Los 
Angeles;  Laisne, 
Eugenia V., San
 
Jose;
 
Lobed, 
Cynthia,  Pacific
 Grove; 
Logan, Carrie,
 Seattle; Lyons, 
Pat Ann, 
Redwood 
City;  McGaughey, 
Marianne, 
Arcata.
 
McMurry,  Kathy, 
Watsonville;  
McNa-
mara, 
Denise 
Ann, 
Millbrae;  
Madison,  DELTA  
GAMMA 
Barbara Ann, San
 Carlos; Marino, 
Ahern, Sharron K., 
San Mateo; Barnes, 
Edwina, 
Burlingame;  Mortensen, 
Doris  Lois Diana, 
Lemoore;  Bourret, Beverly 
Lee, 
Manteca;  Mason, 
Margaret,  Los Rae, San 
Jose; Christie, Lynn,
 Carmic-
Altos; Nash, 
Linde Ellen, Palo Alto;
 
had;
 Dooley, Sandra 
Virginia,  Santa 
Lambert, Cheryl. Oakland; 
Lowe, 
Sandra  Louise, San Rafe; 
Mace, Kathy, 
Hollywood; McCarey, Norma
 E., 
Long 
Beach; Miller, Kathleen
 Diane, Napa; 
Reber, Janice 
M., Anaheim; Ransler,
 
Lynne, 
Palo
 Alto; Ryan, Marilyn, San 
Jose; 
Shettle,
 Joan, Pittsburgh,
 Pa.; 
Simas, Joanne
 R., Ripon; Simpson, 
Nancy Ann, San 
Lorenzo; Sinclair, 
Margo. 
So. San 
Francisco;  
Skeen,
 
Meredith Ann, Concord; Welp, Rose-
marie 
Ann,  Calm.; Wheeler, Susan, So. 
Pasadena; Winter, Janice,
 San Jose, 
Sorority
 
Pledges
 
Presented
 
Sunday
 
Janet,  San Jew; Hone,
 
Valerie
 
F 
Francisco.
 
Hullin,  
Joan,
 
Walesa  
Creek;
 
Lincoln
 
Marilyn,
 
Mill  Valley;
 
Linfesty,
 
Marche
 
Ann, 
Bakersfield;  Lore,
 
Susan,
 
Redwood
 
City: 
Loweday,
 
Connie,
 
Campbell,
 
las.
 
Ghee,
 
Pamela,
 
Millbrae;
 
Murphy,
 14., 
bare
 
Ann,
 San 
Jose;  
Nankervis.
 
Saw 
Carol,
 
Oakland;
 O'Brien, 
Maureen
 
Fla.
 
"ince, 
Alhambra;
 
Ornbaun,  
Joan,
 
Hosalds.
 
burg;
 
Pearson,
 
Marcia
 
Lou,
 
Menlo
 
Pad  
 
Schultz,
 
Patricia  Ann, 
Denver,
 
Colora4:  
Shipley,
 
Anne, Pacific  
Palisades;
 
Sisal'  
Joan 
Elizabeth,
 Atherton;
 
Simonds,
 Sall; 
Louise,
 Lodi; Spangenberg,
 
Mary
 
Heise
 
Pebble 
Beach;
 Spence, 
Janet,
 
Los
 
Altos:  
Stoll,
 
Susan  
L, 
Arcadia;
 
Woodward',
 
Judith
 
Ann, San Jose,  
PHI  
MU 
Allen,
 
Patricia  
Janet,
 
Playa
 
Del LI. 
Hoofer,
 
Joanne,  
San  
Rafael;
 
Johnsen'
 
Jeri, 
San
 Jose; Koser, 
Karen
 
Lafayette; 
Levitt, lElizabetK)
 
Lisa,
 
Sae 
Jose; 
Lindberg,
 Elizabeth 
Anne,
 
San
 
Ma. 
rino; 
McCarroll.  Patricia
 
Ann,
 
Boulder
 
City,
 
Nevada;
 Mahan, Luana
 
Sharon,
 
Los  
Altos.  
Clara.
 
Gallaher,
 Frances, 
Walnuf
 
Creek.  
Harwood,  
Carolyn
 K., Napa- 
Susanna,  
Jackman,
 Palos Verdes 
Est..  
Kiichli.
 
Angela, 
Rolling
 Hills: 
Lathrop,
 
Lani,  
Santa Cruz: 
Lindsey,  
Jansen
 
L,
 
San  
joseuClchetti.
 Lori, 
San Jose; 
Lucke,
 
Linda, 
Castro Valley;
 
Lesko,
 
Peggy,
 
Los 
Angeles; 
McElroy,
 
Joan 
Ann,  
Palo 
Alto;
 
Nance,
 Susan C., 
Los 
Angeles;
 
Nicolai-
sen, 
Miriam 
Gail,  
Alamo; 
Norris,
 
Ellen, 
Sella
 
Monica;
 
Schneider,
 
Melinda
 
M.,  
No, Hollywood; 
Simpson,
 
Starr,  
Sunny-
vale;  Slater, 
Susanne,
 
Studio  City; 
Walker,
 Paula 
K.,  
Oakland;
 
Weathers,
 
Karen,
 Hillsborough.
 
DELTA
 
ZETA 
Allen,
 Roberta 
Lynne,  
Palo
 Alto;
 
Barry,
 
Susanne
 M.,
 Los 
Angeles;  
Bowden,
 
Carolyn, 
Sacramento;
 
Breaker,
 
Charlotte
 
M., 
Sunnyvale;
 
Burgess,  
Patricia,
 
Santa  
Clara; 
Corti',
 
Heather,
 
Rolling
 
Hills;
 
Couture,  
Carol
 E., 
Anaheim;
 
Csongradi,
 
Jeanne,
 Los 
Altos;
 
Davies,
 
Marilee,
 
Ven-
tura; 
Downey,
 
Suellen,
 Berkeley; 
Eichler,
 
Carol
 Yvonne,  
Sun 
Valley; 
Feta,
 
Caryn
 
J.,
 
Jackson,  
Wyoming;  
Fischer,
 
Anne  
Lucille,  
Burbank.
 
Garrett, 
Linda  
Rae,
 San 
Mateo;  Hol-
land,  
Diane,  
Olinda;  
Holland,
 Patrice,
 
San Jose; 
Jennings,
 
Sharon  
VV., 
Hamil-
ton 
Air  Force 
Base; 
LaFollette,  
Susan  A., 
Anaheim; 
Levison. 
Bonnie, 
Burlingame;  
McCulloch,
 
Bonnie,  
Montrose;  
MacFar-
lane, Sue, 
Santa Clara;
 Mueller, 
Connie, 
San 
Jose; 
Newton,  
Judith 
Ann, 
Palo
 
Alto;
 Parker, 
Margaret  Mary, 
Berkeley; 
Perry,  
Virginia
 Alice, San
 Jose; 
Reed,  
Alleyne 
Bernice,
 Glenn; 
Tarr, Diane,
 
Hanford; 
Thompson,  
Patricia  Louise, 
Whittier; 
Wattles, Betty, 
Mt, View; 
Zacharias, 
Karen  Ann, 
Sacramento.
 
GAMA PHI
 BETA 
Allen, Veronica,
 Chino; Bamford, Judy,
 
Ventura; Banks, 
Carolyn Angilir, La 
Jolla;
 
Bull, Cindy 
Elizabeth, Los 
Angeles;
 
Cameron, 
Christina
 Louise, Saratoga;
 
Cavanaugh,  Florence Mary,
 Sacramento; 
Chrisman,  Diana Jean, Long Beach;
 
Clemens,
 Patricia Ann, Sacramento;
 
Davis,  Rita Sue, Anaheim; 
Drury, Bar. 
bara J., 
Menlo Park; Dye 
Linda, San 
Gabriel;  Evart, Kathy, Healdsburg; Fer-
rari,  Gloria Jean, Linden; 
Fountain, 
Catherine E., 
Martinez,  
Gorrindo, 
Sally  Lynn, Fullerton; 
Gould,  i 
Judith Leslie, Palo Alto; Heard, Rebecca 
I 
A., Long Beach; Hisson, Judy, Clover-
dale;
 Huston, Marilyn J., Laguna Beach; I 
Ingalls, Carol Ann, Piedmont; Marquis, 
Mary Elaine, Oak View;
 Morrell, Joice 
Jeanne, Menlo Park; Picchi, Louise, San 
Mateo; Palmer, Barbara, Arcadia;
 Roe,1 
Barbara Jean, Concord; Sauve, 
Andree, 
Long Beach; Terry, Beverly Elaine, Pat-
terson; Turney, Diane Jean, Atherton;
 
W a  
. Nancy, Berkeley; Wilson, Diane 
Students
 Invited 
To 
Newly Opened 
Freedom 
Bookstore
 
By 
MARIE  LOPEZ 
"Only 
knowledge
 in depth can 
save this country from commu-
nism." 
These  are the words of Will -
helm E. 
Schmidtt
 
who is doing 
his  part to alert 
the
 public to 
the evils 
of communism.
 
Schmidtt recently 
opened the 
Freedom Bookstore, 60 E. 
San  
Fernando,  
which  features Com-
munist 
and anti-Communist
 lit-
erature. In 
addition,  the book-
store  has a reading 
room  com-
plete with a library of tapes, 
books and pamphlets. 
"The idea of a bookstore of 
this 
sort
 occurred to me about 
six months ago,"
 stated 
Schmidtt, 
"when one of my friends came 
to me saying he couldn't find a 
copy of W. Cleon Skousen's "The 
Naked Communist." 
As a 
result 
this
 is one of the 
books which
 is kept 
in
 stock, 
and one. which Schmitt reports, 
has 
been selling well. 
Other books in stock are; 
"You Can 
Trust  a Communist 
(to do exactly as they say)" by 
Dr. Fred 
Schwarz;  "Masters of 
Deceit."  
by J.
 
Edgar Hoover; "I 
Led 
Three  
Lives," by 
Herbert
 
Philbrook
 and 
the John  
Frank-
lin 
letters
 
anithor 
anonymous
 
Try Campus 
Launderette
 
Where Eke 
Can  You G,- 
All 
.r  One P. 
COMPLETE
 LAUNDRY
 semoct  
IW  
" 
FAST DRY CLEANING 
EXPERT DYING and 
SUPER SERVICE at 
REASONABLE PRICES 
402 S. 3rd & San 
Salvado,
 
The Freedom Bookstore, ac-
cording  to Schmidtt,
 who is em-
ployed 
as
 an engineer at 
the 
Philco corp.,
 has a long way to 
go 
before  it can be 
self sup-
porting.
 Presently, it is 
manned  
six days a week 
from 9 a.m. to 
4 p.m. by volunteer 
clerks.  A 
recent 
lecture given at the
 Civic 
auditorium by 
W. C. Skousen 
netted 
several  hundred 
dollars  
which was 
turned over to 
the 
bookstore.  Other
 support, 
Schmidtt 
claims,  ha-s come from 
people 
he has never 
met. 
Students 
are invited 
to come 
in, 
brouse  around 
and to enjoy 
the facilities
 of the 
modern, 
well
-lighted  
reading 
mom. 
Schmidtt
 reveals
 that he 
would  
also like 
to cooperate
 with SJS
 
faculty in 
providing
 reading ma-
terial for 
students.  
Union  
Distributes
 
Delegate
 Forms
 
For  
Model
 
U.N.  
An 
opportunity
 
is
 extended
 to 
all SJS 
students 
to apply 
for  
membership  
to the 
San Jose
 
State 
delegation
 
to the 
Model  
fniteri Nations.
 Applications 
for 
he 
April 
1962.  
ses.
 sion 
to he 
"Id in San 
Diego 
are  
now
 avail-
-de in the 
Student Union. 
Sharon  
Holly, 
chairman
 of 
the 
.IS 
delegation.
 
which  
will  be 
-presenting
 India
 this 
year.  
has
 
:Inounced 
a meeting 
Tuesday,  
,,.t. 
2 
in
 the 
Student
 Union. 
Deadline
 for
 
applications
 
is 
,,.1.
 
16. 
I) 
c,,Library
 
Concert  
Library
 concerts have been 
discontinued until
 moving in the 
library has been 
completed, 
Alan 
Goodman,
 humanities libra-
rian, announced 
yesterday.  No-
tice of the first concert 
this
 
semester will be found in this 
column
 at a later date. 
Spartanailii
 
Entered as second class matter 
April  24, 
1934, at San Jose, California, 
under  the 
act of March 
3, 1879. Member California 
Newspaper Publishers Association. Pub-
lished daily by Associated 
Students  of 
San Joss State 
College  except Saturday 
and 
Sunday,
 during college year. 
Sub-
scriptions accepted only 
on a remainder. 
of
-school  basis. In 
fall semester 
$4; in 
spring 
semester,
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 to 
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ami 
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FAVORITE
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CAMP1
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DEPT.  
STORE
 
1998 
Alum 
Rock 
Ave 
Men Sof 9 30.9 
pry, Sun to 6 
p m 
V 
San 
Francisco:
 
Winchester,
 
Carol
 A 
Ceres  
 
KAPPA
 
ALPHA
 
THETA
 
Biddle,
 
Leslie,
 
Los  
Angeles;  
Blake,  
Barbara
 
Lee,
 
Menlo  
Park;
 
Bonney,
 
Linda,
 
Sacramento;
 
Buie,
 
Karen
 
Marie,
 
Ketch'.
 
ken,
 
Alaska;
 
Carleton,
 Pamela 
Sue,
 
Los  
Gatos;  
Clawson,
 
Karen  
Ann,
 
San  
Luis
 
Obispo  
Conrad,
 Cynthia 
L. 
Glendale;
 
DuBois,
 
Camille,
 
Hliimeile,
 
Maui,  
Hawaii;
 
Gusfin,
 
Pamela,
 San 
Jose;
 
Hale,
 
Sharon
 
L.,  
Mercer  
Island,
 
Wash.;  
Hick-
son,
 
Gaylen,
 
Santa
 
Monica;
 
Jewett,
 
Carolyn  
Agatha,
 
Sacramento;
 
Johnson,
 
Sally  
Louise,
 
Sacramento;
 
Lombardi,
 
Cathryn
 
Andrea,
 No.
 
Hollywood;
 
Lynde,
 
Pat,
 
Escondido.
 
McKay,
 
Kathleen
 
Mary,  Ventura:
 
Mad-
den,
 Mary 
Pat, 
Vallejo;
 
Madden,
 
Kath-
leen 
K., 
San 
Jose;
 
Monteleone,
 
Julie  
Pamela,
 Los 
Angeles;
 
Morton,  
Paula
 
Elizabeth,
 San 
Jose;
 
Murphy,
 
Rife 
June, 
Arcadia;  
Reed,
 
Christina,
 
Whitler;
 
Roberts,  
Diane 
M., 
Los 
Altos;
 
Rowan,
 
Gail,
 
Newport
 
Beach;
 
Saunders,
 
Sherry,  
Arcadia;  
Sorensen,
 
Ann 
C., 
Los  
Altos;
 
Stockholm,
 Susy
 
lone,  
No.  
Hollywood;
 
lets, 
Karen,
 
San  
Jose;  
Vessel,
 
Virginia,
 
San 
Jose;
 
Walker,  
Claudette
 
Patricia,  
Corona
 
Del 
Mar;  
Whitcomt.e,
 
Nancy
 
Anne  
Davis.  
KAPPA 
DELTA 
Bell,  
Marilyn
 Anne, 
San Jose;
 Disney,
 
Carol,
 
Bakersfield;
 Gore,
 
Gwen,
 
San  
Jose; 
Lusk, 
Sandra  
Lynne,  
The  
Presidio;
 
Lynes, 
Kathleen 
Louise,
 ,Long 
Beach; 
Masts,
 Audrey
 Jean,
 
Yucaipa;
 
Musser,  
Carol
 Ann,
 San 
Jose; 
&epode,
 
Judi,  
San  
Martin;
 Yuna,
 Rae 
Ellen,  
Redwood
 
City.  
KAPPA 
KAPPA  
GAMMA  
Bettega, 
Carole, 
El Cerrito;
 Bohig - 
Maxine 
Rae, San 
Jose; 
Bradshaw,
 E. S -
Martinez; 
Butts, 
Sheila,  
Montebe'  
Collins,  
Carol
 Ann, 
Berkeley;
 Dan Is, 
Carol 
E., San Jose; 
Donald,
 
Shirley,
 
Santa 
Clara; 
Fitch,  
Marylane,  
Los Altos:
 
Garber, 
Joan, 
Monrovia;  
Greer,  Suss 
, 
Los 
Angeles; 
Hand, 
Carole  
Lee,
 Con-
cord; 
Haymond, 
Heidi, El 
Cerrito; 
Her. 
villa,
 Susan, Little
 
River:  
Hierirnela
 
nd. 
TOWNE
 
GAY 
CY 7-3060 
CY
 4-5544 
THE MOST TALKED 
ABOUTMOST  
SHOCKED 
ABOUT FILM OF 
OUR YEARS! 
LA 
411
 
DOLCE
 
9 
' i "VITA 
,/ / 
AmAssweefm.
 
lt 
GAY 1:15, 4:45 & 830 
i'lr° 
TOWN 6:15 & 9:50  
(No one seated after start
 
of 
performance)
 !FREE 
STUDENTS $ I .49 ,C?F.,F,U 
FOYER  
SIGMA
 KAPPA 
Carnblin,
 Julie, 
San 
Bernardino:
 
Clark
 
Sally  
Ann, Sante Ana; Daum, 
Karen
 
Key: 
Gilroy; 
Dean,
 Susan
 
Eloise,
 
Piedmont.
 
Eder,
 
Elizabeth
 
A.,  
Allele's;
 
Goodele
 
Cludia
 
Lee,
 Vallejo; 
Guzman.
 
Joann
 
Santa 
Itirbara:
 Hammond, 
Betty
 
Ann.  
.Lompoc, 
Havener,
 Carolyn
 
Lee,
 
Willih:
 
Hill, 
Susan 
Jane,  Santa Clara;
 
Hunter.
 
Lesley 
R.,  
Palos  
Verdes
 
Estate,
 
Johnston,
 Karen, San 
Mateo:
 
Jensen, 
Jean, 
Fullerton;  Kerhulas,
 Sandra
 
Cols.  
eine, 
Bakersfield;
 Lewis, 
Bonnie
 
Jean, 
Redondo
 
Beach;
 
MacTaggart,
 
Lyn&
 
A.. 
Burbank;
 
Partridge, 
Paige,
 
Los 
Gatos:
 
Reese,
 
Sandra,  
Mountain
 
View;  
Richard.
 
son, 
Marjorie
 Anne, Santa
 
Monica:
 
Schaller,
 
Berbera
 Jo, San 
Mateo;
 
She.  
maker, Linda 
Ann,  
Long 
Beech:
 
Smith,
 
K a thy 
Alexandra,  Burbank;
 
White,
 
Marilyn  Lee, 
Anaheim. 
citoie  
ciate
 
* 
* 
* 
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN * 
* 
* 
4, 
* 
CI
 4 
BY LOVE POSSESSED * 
i 
- th 
LANA
 TURNER 
A1:041  
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
tr 
* 
ONE 
EYED JACKS 
* 
* 
* 
41 
with MARLON BRANDO 
* 
4f  
* 
* 
* 
SARATOGA  UN 7-3026 
: 
* 
is STARTS SUNDAY 
,! 
* 
MAKE 
MINE 
MINK  
i 
* 
* 
 Also  
* 
*
 
lot Glimpses
 Inside Today's 
Chine
 
* 
*BEHIND THE GREAT WALL* 
as 
SATURDAY
 
LAST
 DAY FOR 
OSCAR WILDE 
*  SPARTAN DRIVE-IN 
1 
,CY 5-3410 
3 
Al! Color Hits 
* 
Voyage to 
Bottom  of Sea 
 
Also
  
lc 
* BY LOVE 
POSSESSED 
with LANA
 TURNER 
t  SADDLE  
THE WIND 
F4R4BEIRT
 
TAYLORJULIE
 LONDON* 
4-111441-11144.11144414144
 
.--------, 
GET A BIKE AT 
DESIMONES 
Steyr 
10 -speed 
69 
Derailer
 Bike 
9950
 
Terrot Allvit 
10 -speed Derailer 
We Also Have 
Schwinn,  Raleigh,
 Burgermeister,
 Capo, 
Allegra 
Follis and
 many 
others. 
Back
-to -School 
SPECIALS 
Black Spring 
Carrier
 for 
lightweight 
bicycle
 
Heavy  30 -Inch
 
Key Locks 
72 So,  
2nd  
CYpress 3-5808
 
DESIMONE'S
 
REG. 
1.98 
REG.
 1.59 
179
 
139 
EXPERT  
REPAIRING
 
PARTS
  
RENTALS
 
BICYCLE
 
ACCESSORIES
 
OF 
ALL 
KINDS
 
itEDCOACH
 
SHOP,
 
Ol'EN  
MOSES SI 
TRURSO
 
St 
FRIES  
55
 
TILL 9 
Men
 of 
distinction
 
choose
 authentic
 
apparel
 
from
 
our
 
proper
 
aelection
 
All
 
wool
 
Ivy
 
suit
 
with vest. 
49.90
 
in 
San
 
Jose:
 
First
 
at 
Santa
 
Clara
 
Ylift.ss
 
1
 
72b2  
not,
 
Imecnt 
ICc: 
Be. 
Sae
 
Bei
 
,ado 
S.ci 
S.
 
Also,  
ined 
tb, 
Innen
 
I. 
DOWN.
 
Soh 
n 
IA..  
acidly
 
It,.  Los 
Clad
 
n Kay 
lmas
 
modal.
 
JoAnn
 
, Ann, 
was,
 
'onus
 
Can. 
ids
 
Gator
 
;chard.
 
ionioc
 
Stu. 
Smith 
Whitt
 
126 : 
hilts*
 
'ALL: 
R 
I * 
D 
* 
DON*
 
*****
 
lea 
 
95 
p50 
p, 
79
 
19 
1E5 
Russian
 
Cheap
 
Oil
 
Production
 
Science,
 Hygiene
 
Could
 
Affect
 
World
 
Economy
 
Depts.  Study
 
New 
By KARL H. 
MACK 
FRANKFURT
 (um)
 
Behind 
headline
-grabbing  
world 
crises, the 
Soviet
 
Union  has 
been 
quietly  
mounting
 an 
economic
 
offensive --
on
 
a 
sea
 of oil. 
The
 
offensive
 has 
both 
econom-
ic 
and  
political 
implications and 
some
 
observets  say its 
goal is no 
less
 
than
 world 
economic predom-
inance.
 
Immediate
 objectives
 
of
 the 
drive
 
are  
to make 
an 
important  
part 
of 
the  world dependent on 
Russian
 
oll. extend 
Soviet
 influ-
ence
 
in 
the  oil
-producing
 coun-
tries
 
or 
the 
Middle East
 and South 
America
 and fill 
Russia'x
 need of 
hard
 
1Vestern  currencies. 
MAIN
 TARGETS 
The 
main  
targets 
cf
 the
 
Soviet
 
oil 
offensive
 are West 
Germany. 
Japan
 
and
 other free 
countries, 
where
 
Russian  oil is offered up to 
30 per cent cheaper than world 
market
 
prices.
 
Soviet
 satellite nations and other 
countries
 
like  Finland,
 Cuba and 
Pakistan
 
have to pay 
considerably  
higher
 
prices for Russian oil. 
At West 
Germany's
 biggest 
tanker pier
 in NVilhelmshaven, for 
instance.
 Soviet oil is 
cheaper  than 
at 
the 
East German border
 station 
at 
Frankfurt
 on the Oder. 
NO ROYALTIES 
The 
Russians  can dump their 
oil
 at 
low prices 
without  having 
to 
resort
 to 
any 
state
 economy 
maneuvers.
 Unlike 
American
 and 
British
 oil 
companies,  Russia
 does 
not 
have  
to pay 
royalties
 which, 
To 
make 
Soviet ail 
more
 
polo-
 at 
11le
 Sallie Wile 
they can 
say, 
ically  
acceptable
 
to
 
European
 na- ' 
their
 own
 
shipyards
 
for the build-
tions,
 
the  
Russians
 use 
some  
de- mg 
of 
naval  craft. 
tours.
 
Increasing
 
quantities  of 
oil 
Japan
 and 
West 
Germany 
are 
are 
flowing
 
into 
Italy.
 from 
where 
the
 main targets 
of 
the 
Soviet
 oil ! 
. 
ity ta.t.s.DA 
BRADI
 
rwo 
new
 
curricula
 in 
industrialist
 
Enrico  
Matteis
 Ente 
offensive
 
because
 the 
increased'
 
d 
Nazimude  
Idrorarburi
 i 
EN!)
 re -Irate of their 
oil 
needs 
is far 
above  
ouegt'h.n:splim"gjTem
 astare 
beingte(,,u
 
egse
 tteildani"1.
 
cently 
started
 
a 
new  
pipeline  
sys. I the 
wink'
 average. 
tem 
which
 will 
pump
 
Soviet 
oil I NATO 
can 
be 
expected
 to 
watch  
cuirieulum leading 
to th 
Pus.
 
Programs
 
offering 
graduatee
 degree 
into
 
Germany.
 
' this development
 closely. 
The So- 
 
This
 oil 
originates
 
in
 the 
UraL 
viet Union 
mind  
make the 
boom- 
of 
master  of 
science
 in health
 and 
oil 
fields
 
of
 
Tuimaza  
and 
goes 
ing 
West
 German 
economy 
partly..  
hygiene, and to the degree of mas-
ter  of arts in microbiology are 
1g. 
through
 
the 
"Comecon"
 
pipeline
 to
 
dependent 
on Russian 
oil 
supplies ' 
i ing eonsidered.
 
Czechoslovakia,
 
where  
the 
pipeline' anti thus soften the
 
NATO
 
shield'  
These
 
programs
 
have
 
not  
yet
 
will 
branch
 off 
through
 
Austria  of defense. 
! 
been  approved by the State College 
into  Italy.
 
NEW 
HANGER 
 
OIL 
RESALE
 
 Board  
1,1 Trustees. hut Dr. James 
I The danger of the 
Soviet  eco- 
W. 
Brown.  dean 
of the
 
graduate
 
Thus.
 from 
Italy. Soviet 
oil 
will :nomie 
drive  lies not 
only 
in 
the  
. 
. . 
" 
I  
. 
asters
 
Programs 
of the Department of Health and 
ifYitiene
 
at San Jose State 
College.  
The 
student
 must also give a 
sat 
isfaetray
 performance  on a writ-
ten 
placement
 or 
qualifying  
exam-
ination. The department uf 
glses these 
reasons for 
time
 
need of 
a masters program. 
The 
degree in Mier,,biology will 
assist 
students  
in
 
use
 fields. The: 
pubic  
health 
fundt
 1011S 
,fiVjtijon 
would  benefit 
employees
 
of 
a 
Imperil
 
or 
state  
health 
juiisdiction
 
whoie  
. prime
 
fund ion is maintenance of 
Monday, October 2. 
1961 
11410AIRTAN  
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Age-old
 
Wine  Fallacies 
Dispoven  
by 
Research  
BORDEAUX,
 
France  
UN 
I 
A 
California
 scientist 
%Hill  today 
that research
 has 
turned
 up "ex-
citing" new values for
 wine 
while  
dispraving
 some 
age-old  fallacies 
about wine's 
medicinal
 value. 
The
 scientist
 is Dr. Milton
 Sil-
verman,
 medical
 
researm.b
 
riirertra-
of the 
Wino Advisoly 
Board.  one 
of three 
Americans 
invited
 to 
re -
/sal to the 
International 
Medical  
Congress
 
underway  at Bormleaux
 
this
 week 
 
Italian 
Star  
trman 
satyr one result of 
sm in° 
ieseareh
 in the
 
I'mted
 states 
Ii:,'
 11411 'I h,- disrde..ery that 
there  
01ll  Segni. 
lonc-mherished.
 
tradition-
al illeilti 
ass.alated with I tie 
Meth.  
Cal 
wine
 which are 
gun.
 
ply lad 
flue:.  
%molly  
iiicse, 
111. nut id. ate the 
Is -lids
 
that  
wine 
causes gout,
 that 
alcohol causes cirrhosis of 
the Ilver 
and that 
diabetics cannot drink 
wine.
 
-In addition. we lia%v 
been  for-
mate 
enowt 
ti, diseover 
new  
and
 new applications
 of 
w 
wliash inex
 peel ed. and
 
seem
 to significant.
 
practical 
be 
sold
 
again  
now 
coming
 
from strengthening of the Soviet
 
indus
 illusion, says he 
- 
them
 
ready for submission to  
the, the 
health  of 
the community. 
B 
 
Ii) 
ri.1
 
0 t 
and 
even exciting." Silverman 
said.  
an 
inconspicuous  
Western 
supplier, trial potential and 
the dependency 
Modern analytieal
 teehniques in 
the
 chemical study of 
compounds
 
One thing
 
that
 has been 
slowing
 on which Russia could kep 
her 
Rome...
 
would
 benefit
 those 
employee,  
the Soviet
 oil 
wave  
has 
been a eustomers.
 It also could affect 
ad- 
TV
 
D 
in vs me tune 
led 
to soine
 of 
the
 
State
 
College
 Board in the 
near The 
clinical 
technologists 
field 
The deg l'Pe ill health and hy- a hospital 
or
 private 101.111110r.
  
U 
e 
u 
4. 
lack of 
pipeline
 
tubes  
and
 
tanker  versely 
relations  between  the  , 
advanees.
 
tn.  sant. 
hene 
is intended
 to 
assist
 stu- 
reeled Imy 
a physician or 
ta.. 
space
 
but
 
the'Russians
 have start- 
Western 
oil 
companies
 and their 
dents 
vocationally  
for three
 kinds
 analyst. 
NEW
 'i   i IS 
i 
UM,  
Singer
 
erf  
id chemieal known
 as 
Koplin]. 
Amon...! the 
.1itilThi-iles  ts 
a 
vow-
ed working
 to 
eliminate
 
this  
ob- 
Arabian  and South
 American pro-  
staele. 
rimer nations. 
. 
Technologists  employed
 by gm ms - 
Rosemary Clui,ney 
canceled  a na-
of
 
occupation.
 
Sehool
 
health  eduention  
would 
ernmental 
institutions
 
under civil 
aldehyde.  which 
has been found
 
More 
than
 200.000 
tons  
of
 
tanker
 The Geneva Producer 
Associa
 
tionwide
 TV appearance 
for Fri -
provide
 improved 
eompetency  to service
 systems require 
ads-anced
 , day 
in mxi 
wines rind 
which  luis "a 
space have 
ben 
ordered
 
at Jars-  lion,
 to 
which  the 
Russians,
 Ara- , 
night in a 
dispute
 over her 
leachers
 of health 
education
 in academic work 
equivalent 
to 
the 
remarkably
 stimulating  
action  on 
Silver -
ant-se 
shipyards
 and 
large 
orders  , [sans,
 Iranians and some South' 
. songs, 
and 
for the second time in 
for steel
 pipes
 
have
 
been  placed in American nations belong, is one of 
I two weks
 opera star Anna 
Moffo
 man saw. 
Iii;- cardiovascular  
system."  
Silver
-
high 
schools and junior 
colleges.  , M.A. 
Information
 in the 
Department
 of 
Industry
 is 
benefited  when  
sue -1
 is stepping 
Health
 
and  Hygiene's
 
"request 
for 
fess has hen 
due  to an
 
awareness,  
in to help bail 
out a ...., 
that count
 
r'
 and 
Italy.
 
Negotia- - 
the  first
 results of the Soviet 
drive.  
lions
 
with  
Italian
 
shipyards
 
also,  The 
Russians  will change their 
troubled
 producer.  
i 
here  are 
also 
miteruiLs 
ui 
wine
 
have  been 
rondueted.
 
. export aims only 
when the Ara.' 
Miss Moffym,
 
opera  star Richard 
ssf,..ehtiesh,,Isnam:-Ikt.x.,.tesiifemaatim,dinxtmmtl,restef.rief,...
 
appmwal" fairies out these facts. 
and  recognition of the benefits of  
CHEAP
 
TANKERS
 
liians, Iranians and Venezuelans , 
Public, 
health  
programs  
would  
applied 
microbiological  reseateh. 
'fucker,
 
popular 
singer
 
laa'ah3
 
Silverman
 said, but
 scientists 
have
 
benefit 
diverse  
groups of public 
A 
progrion
 in junior 
college
 and 
The 
Russians
 are
 
buying
 tanker, I 
are  ready 
to 
pay, if necessary. in 
Collins and the Eddie Condon jazz. 
I health workers, including public' college teaching would provide the ,, . 
not vet 
determined  
exactly  what 
health 
nurses.
 
, opportunity
 
11  
hurriedly 
signed
 
the
 
mot dtt. 
lth. selected
 ealldl', Wednesday 
to appear on the sea-  
, 
Voluntary Health work would . dates to qualify for the credential 
son 
debut 
of "The Bell 
Telephone
 
The  
other California
 scientists
 
allow workers in 
voluntail health during progress 
toward
 the M.A., 
Hour"
 after
 Miss Clooney 
left
 the 
'Ndi 
ti.h,:a'
 
ne,"nig,:s7f
 
es..siorer  liti'f. 
Atrutesriti.ion'a  
agencies
 to immove
 
their  in ofes- 
E degree in microbiology. 
Facilities at S.IS are comparable elude three undergraduate teach- 
show. 
f,m,m,rsitsial,,rrasnidth.nlin.,,ifiVItarihe'usisaFn"rtusFrceaniz..
 
Ii -
get their
 
much
-needed space at ' 
supplies  
and indirectly by 
their  in- , 
sional 
competence.  Facilities for this 
prxrgram
 ill- 
emeritus  
at the  
Unnersity of Cali -
rock bottom
 prices, cheaper 
than  creased influence
 in the Middle- 
Miss 
Moll.  was at Idlewild Air -
they could build the 
tankers.
 Midi East and South America. 
port her 
ready  to 
return  to Italy 
--  , 
institutions
 vitieh now 
offer 
this . lems laboratory, 
in
 
addition  to a  
Wednesday when 
the  TV show's' 
posluetion  staff 
managed
 
to 
con-
 
le,ifsexm,ci.iS,;:ei(mIttmti14::fseiMiemictica.lists
 
Ia'ireienacIts.
 
to, 
and
 
in
 sonic cases 
superior to,  ing laboratories and a special
 
prob.  
all over the 
vvorld---new
 tankeis, 
I political 
currency.
 By this the So-
old ones
 and 
even 
semi -finished
 I viets would he able to exercise 
ships.
 
Because
 of 
slackening  
butyl- I a dual control over the oil supply 
ness in 
tankers,  
the Soviets 
can of Europe - - directly by their own 
amount 
to 
about
 half the price
 of 
Female
 Neighbors
 Not 
Conducive
 
AV:Mewl
 
Ill'OgraM
 ThCre are
 12 
service room and a 
eulture
 
trans 
in 
Arabia  or
 South America, 
the 
crude  oil produced 
SHORT ON 
TIME? 
ctoiek, Friendly Service 
Groceries & Meats 
 Open Sundays 
 
Checks  Cashed
 With 
Purchase  
.
 We Give Blue 
Chip  Stamps
 
The Market Basket 
No. 10th & Williams 
(Ned to 
Armstrong's
 
Drug>
 
To High 
Grade Point 
Average  
full-time members in this depart- fel* room. The facilities are 
ment, and the library faeilities 
also 
adequate  
for  initiation or 
this 
are  
sufficient to 
start 
a 
masters  program.
 
proeram
 in health
 
education.  
Students  
applying
 for this pro
 
-
By 
Al, JENNINGS 
I 
Living  in the 500 block of S. 
17th st,  
can be dangerous. 
Like last night for instance. 
Being  a 
typically
 
good-inten-.
 
tioned
 transfer 
student
 thoroughly 
intent on pulling through with 
a 
3.0 
grade  point average
 this se-
mester. 
I planned to go to bed 
last night at 10 p.m. so as to be 
nice and fresh for my 
8:30
 class.. 
The girls 
next door had 
other  
ideas. 
LAUNDRY
 SERVICE
 
FOR 
LAZY 
STUDENT"
 
Pickup and 
Delivery    
8 
II)..  
ftc 
Wadi and Dr1 Sem-ice   
8 
GO(' 
ONE 
DAY  
SERVICE
 
S.1N JOSE 
LAUNDERETTE
 
1.0 
SO. 2nd 
CV .1-2420 
Have on evening of tun 
tonight
 
during  
TOM AND 
LARRY'S    
HAPPY  
HOURS
 
PHONE
 
Cl.
 1.6060 
MONDAY
 NIGHT
 
ONLY
 
TOM
 & 
LARRY'S 
PIZZA
 
PARLOR
 
1660 I. 
SANTA  
CLARA  
AT 
HA ST. 
7-
r.: 
17-7: 
x 
Ilimill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
 
Progressive 
Music
 
of 
Los 
Altos
 
Atinourices 
the 
Opening  
of 
Its 
Newest
 
GUITAR
 
CENTER
 
Located 
at 
96 
So,  3rd 
Street.
 
San
 Jose 
11/2  
BLOCKS
 
FROM
 
SJS
 
We 
Are  
%atomized
 
Guild  
Guitar 
Dealer,  
-- 
VIvert6eil
 
in 
-Downbeat-
LESSONS
 
IN: 
 Basic Guitar 
 Folk Guitar 
 Popular  Guitar 
 
Classical
 
Guitar  
 
Rock
 
and  
Roll
 
Guitar
 
 Jazz Guitar 
lientaiS
 
if
 
rtriii(ti)/E.
 
Phone
 
1-2623
 
From
 3 
p.m.
 to 
7 
p.m.
 
I).  
II.  
LeAmin
 Information 
and
 
Appointineni
 
1 These girls are of the very 
im-
To be :Omitted to eandidacy for -tarn must meet the generid re- , 
a Master of Science ilegree in 
unirements for graduate standings 
health and hygiene,  the 
stuilent  , and must be by the 
must 
meet 
the i4iiridii 
,,,iorrititee.  
regular working -type females and I 
seem to 
operate  
on rather con-
fusing schedules. 
Like last night for instance. 
At about midnight. they 
decided 
to work
 on a 
little recipe 
of
 theirs. 
The recipe: 
Mix six 
girls, 250 guys 
froiL
 
Stanford,
 and about 50 
Kingston
 
Tim records, blend in a set ot 
bongo 
drums,
 and you 
have  
a 
party. 
Well,
 sir. 
I don't
 have 
to 
tell  
you that parties
 mean 
noise, 
noise 
M 
OEMs  no sleep,  no sleep means 
miss
 my 
9:30 Hass, and missing
 my 
s,30
 
class  means
 no 3.0 this se-
mester.  
()h.
 
well.  I really 
ND 
have 
gray('  
intentirnis this semester. 
Until last night, that. Is. 
Non -Political 
Group To Fight 
,10Ients 
Against
 Communism,
 a 
"up 
pledged
 
to "oppose
 the com-
munist
 eonspiracy and to foster na-
 Iona! pride and patriotism,"  will 
hold a membership
 meeting tonight 
0 7:30 in the Student 
Union.  
All interested students are
 in- 
ancient 
churches
 rose
 :among 
the Int, 
tn.....  
I,: T00 
ssisninguin,  
taking
 '  
.:ted
 to 
attend,  
according  
to Bob 
solid stone
 
houses
 of a immspering 
ruirs 
to launch her scheme.
 
She  
ikon,
 spokesman for 
the group. 
peasantry. 
sold
 in 
the 
highest
 
places and en -
A recognized campus 
organiza  
But mem 
ring waves 
of
 malaria  IN.,.
 .. 
 
, me 
support  of diplomats and 
 imn, 
Students Against Communism
 
"truck the area and,
 as the 
ten-1,,,,-,
 int 
mill
 add SelieS of "educational'  
/tines
 
wvat  
PcaPie  
bad 
PN.
 . 
its 
mular
 program
 nf 
..i.atr))
 a liVing 
frnill
 the field,. 
"I)In.  """: She 
"II. "IS I" en 
One -Women Peace Corps 
Saves 
Italian 
Village
 
From 
Extreme Poverty 
.SKI'
 IIAMPTON
 
Italy 
"magic
 carpet"
 laseight
 
tirosperity  
to the 
poor 
peoples of this roma 
nt
 ie 
village 
forgotten  
to: the 
world
 
for  
700 years.
 
The 
"carixt"
 was tiro initiative 
of 
an American
 woman
 - 
Gloria
 
Finn.
 of 
Washington.
 D.C.
 In the 
United  
States,
 Mrs. Finn  
has 
es-
tahlished a name
 for  
heiself
 for 
her 
fine rug -making. But 
heie-
abouts she 
is 
known as 
Sectlimm-
neta's 
own private Pm -are 
Corps.  
Sermoneta
 
has  
a 
mita-NI
 
history.  
It
 once 
Was 
tile
 110111C
 of 
Imuerepa
 
Borgia,
 who lived
 in a 
faim-y tale 
castle on a 
commanding  
crag over-
looking the 
village. 
Down lxlow.
 
1 
day's program. 
Miss 
Cita  me,.. who 
suell 
, 
Jose  Ferrer 
for divorce
 last 
wee'i,
 
I was reported 
to
 have bowed 
In(
 the Bell Telephone 
program
 
cause  the SPOTISOF arid 
advertising 
agency
 
representative%  felt two 
ro-
' 
mantic  songs 
she  W:1S 
siny  
would
 be equated with her marital
 
, 'Mrs. 
Finn  vtas 
well-equipped to 
take
 on such a 
projeet
 
%hell 
shm 
' 
came
 
here.  Iler 
rugs.
 
!
 
such
 
artists 
as Robert 
Comexinough.
 
flans  
Mollvr.
 
Brazilian
 haulm
-apt,  
painter 
Roberto
 
Burlirmarx 
and 
' 
other
 Latin 
American
 
artists, 
have
 
been exhibit(/' 
widely
 throughout 
the 
741a1t.s.
 
She realized her 
talents  could 
 
help
 this village, 
wherc girls leave
 
school at 12. have 
no 
opportunity
 
I'm' 
further
 
eclumation and I0' 
mhance of working  outside  
home. 
l'nrier her
 
training  of the 
inoxt 
able .4irls.  
ianging from
 14 
to Is 
years  old, 
produced  23 
in 
lisy 
months
 Mis 
Finn  m.. 
IlliTh to 
,urst  speakers this semester, 01- 
Alany 
farrnems 
left each  
year to 
"'"1"--1. 
c the 
Renaissanee
 
tradition
 
-on 
said. 
seek 
their  
fortrmes  
elsewhere.
 . 
of a close
 working 
relationship
 he. 
tween the artist and 
the artisan." 
(nson
 stressed that 
his  
group
 is. 
In May, 1960, 
when 
Mrs. Finn, 
The
 experiment
 
PrOVed
 
till
 sue -
non -political." "We 
are  affiliated . 
came 
here 
On
 a vacation.  
most  of , 
comfit'
 
ilia  I MIN. 
Finn 
believes
 
., ith no 
other group," he said. 
I 
Sermoneta's
 
families  
Wert,  
impov-
Sermoneta  lugs 
will
 become known
 
He added 
that his 
group 
does I erished,
 and the 
village was 
dying. 
,..it
 intend to 
encourage  
panic'
 She decided
 to create
 a new 
inch's- 
is 
the 
Aubusson  tapestries  
of the 
ibout
 communism.
 
But
 let's real- 
. try by enlisting
 young 
girls 
of the 
211th  
Centurs
 
' 
.,e there 
is a communist
 threat 
'village
 to help 
her make 
summit-
 -  
sersonneta
 
Ti
 
i rid 
fight it." 
Olson  
emphasized.
 
ous 
rugs
 for 
the wealthy. 
Prof. Edward 
S.
 Carrnick is the: 
She
 felt 
that  the 
girls 
%void,'  
:acuity
 a 
dviser  
for
 Students:have
 a 
aPePI.11 
flan' fun' the
 dell-
\ 
imainst
 Communism. President
 is' 
vale task because they 
had 
grown
 
'iI1 
A. Weik 
: 
up
 in beaut
 iful 
surratinlino  
in a 
!country  
where
 
m.raftsmintship  is in-
Radioactivit
 
y 
Rise
 
, horn. 
tier 
hunch
 
was  correct. 
: This 
fall,  
sisitots
 to a 
smart  aid 
Reported in 
Greece
 
, gallery
 in Rome
 
will
 
set.  
rugs 
mad.
 
.vritENS 
iUttt i Soviet 
no-  , there 
tinder
 
I he 
direction m if Mr-
..icar tests 
raised   radioactivity 
Finn.
 
Design(/'
 
by 
famous
 Amer.
 
,.re to 
record
 
levels.
 the Greek 
can 
Eat 
in. 
,5,
 
ineric.in  
and Italia!,
 
',ma, energy 
authority
 
said
 Wed-
 lart 
ists,  
the  rugs 
are
 
:ill 
i it ritti ili 
sign and 
(Amin  ion 
LATIN  
AMERICAN
 
IMPORTS 
is 
W 
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ANTONIO
 
'UN 
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Intel; 
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NEW 
AUTO 
INSURANCE
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$1_11
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 tbr
  
,r 
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0 .00 m 0. loud 
owl...mown
 
 f.1.40ftia *A I 
4,11.111
 t 
'Or 
Srtnr
 
III 
VIII il., 
-r 
rirr,irr  
taet 
her about 
appearing
 on 
Fri-
lenilin..
 
f 
Gcanany,  
Luxembourg, 
Italy, 
Portugal 
and 
 .a 
la 
EXPERT SHOE 
REPAIR
 
CLEANING
 & 
DYING 
ff..:
 OH ()MI ..._910r
 kfril 
43 E. Santa 
Clara  
S1NONNICIII
 
1 for
 rie 
2 
2 
  13e
 
Cold  
priiik-
Fruit  
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SI1(fl  
I 
"an 
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 St. 
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F11114"%i
 
1111
 
1;4 
.11111  
.are
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Personalized
 
* I \pert
 Tinting 
and Illeacluop,
 
* 
Permanent  
\\
 aving 
* 
"killed
 flair- 
%rtist. 
to 
Gie
 Per.imal
 
I ',II
-libation  and 
'scr
 ire 
OPEN
 9 A.M.
 to 9 P.M. DAILY 
Closed 
SAfurdAys
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!°4i114111
 
27:-1  \ I . "an 
Fernando
 
's 
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First Meeting 
for  
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Coming
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mhsch  
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hack in lions
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STOCK
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MEN'S CLOTHING 
& FURNISHINGS 
SAVINGS 
UP TO 
1/2 
OFF 
EVERY ITEM MARKED 
DOWN 
TO 
RAISE  
CASH  
SALE 
DEFINITELY  
ENDS  OCT. 14 
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Of
 Colors
 and 
S;
-:.,S 
MEN'S
 SUITS 
'32
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NOW  
'54
 
68-72
 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
MEN'S 
SPORT 
COATS  
REG. 24.95 VALUE 
REG. 32.50 VALUE 
REG. 45.00 VALUE 
REG. 75.00 VALUE 
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'12 
NOW 
19 
NOW 
'23 
NOW 
'45 
SLACKS 
Special Group 
WASH helEAR DRESS SLACKS 
REG. 11.95 
VALUE  
100%
 Wool
 Slacks 
REG. 11.95 
AUK
 
100% 
Wool 
Slacks 
t.ABARDINE  & FLANNEL 
REG, 25 00 VALUE 
11
 
00
 
PR
 
NOW
 
'6 
NOW 
2 PR '16 
850 PR 
OR 

 NOW 
2 RR 21 
SPORT SHIRTS   
Now
 $3.80 
IV League and 
Continental  Reg SS 95 
9,,u, 
SPORT SHIRTS   
2 for
 $5 
Special 
Group   SI 
00 
ach  
VAN HEUSEN 
Dress 
Shirts
   
Now 
$3.30 
R, g 
SS 00 Value Long
 
& 
short  ile,iu
 
SPORT SHIRTS  
Now $7.90
 
Doe 
Loper  
ire t5ca, & 
Cotton Peg 
MEN'S
 ACCESSORIES
 
and 
JEWELRY
 up 
to 1 l 95 Vols.  
1/2
 
OFF
 
CHAS. THORNE'S 
199 SO. 1ST 
ST. 
CORNER
 OF 
SAN 
ANTONIO
 
MON. to FRI. 9 to 9 
SAT.
 9 to 6, SUN. 
11 to 5 
MEN'S 
WEAR 
CY 
5-1395  
Hiokint.t.
 up. The 
Repub.
 
Po 
chance
 is -\t yea: 
I.. stilt the Senate. They could vitt: 
Me House. however,
 and 
base
 
a 
pretty
 ...-trod 
chance  to do so. 
'f nt
 sess.on of Congress jilt 
loomed has tag!tsti the Kennett:. 
Rita:tie:trotion  
trid the
 
Democratic
 
majorities as 
fog  
speraters. 
Very 
big. Congress
 
hiol 
S3 
honor) froln Ktqlfledy
 
pupusals
 but tile sum 
'91,Pr.at.(1
 still Added up to 
al-
tt
 
Sor; billio11.  peacetime 
high.  
admirustration
 is on record iit 
home :oaf abroad
 with a promise 
tsilence  the 
budget in the 
next
 
.i.aal
 year. That 
means 
more
 
nest
 year or some rigorous 
ssonomy
 Either 
may. the Kennedy 
elininistration
 would he on 
the  
-tnsis-
 
not 
. continue wiln 
an
 
unnalanceA 
laideet
 
would  further
 rot the pur-
-hasing power of the 
dollar
 
and 
!are up 
a red hot political 
issue.
 
:he high 
cost
 of 
living.
 BCE for 
short.
 
Another good Republican 
politi-
cal bet is that the 
Democr..:-
Party will not  
be
 able to avow 
hi  
1962 Congress a 
shatte,  
 party 
dispute
 over
 
.
 
his.
 The Kennedy adrnini* 
avoided that dispute this 
(,v
 
refusing
 to support
 
legislat,,,
 
to make good on Democratic 
presi-
dential
 
platform  
promises.  It will 
be difficult 
to postpone civil rights 
in 
an
 election 
year. 
All of Kennedy's 1962 legisla-
ti\ e program could be hurt by an 
cis il rights fight early in 
the next session. And early in the 
next session is when that issue is 
likely 
to
 come up. Republicans 
(lase been paying tor many years 
or their political stupidity in the 
years of their political dominance. 
Their most stupid mistake was to 
take 
for 
granted the 
vote  . 
\i 
vss..  
MIGRATION  
. .niairen
 were
 /twee
 oe-
t'ore the 
great  depression of the 
early 30's that 
there was under -
may a mass 
migration of 
Negroes 
!rim the 
South to the North. 
Re-
publican
 politicians should hase 
eonsidered
 the fact 
that these 
:amcomera 
could  and mould sole 
They 
did  not get the word. how-
.,ver.
 
and 
left to 
Franklin  
D. 
Roosevelt
 the opportunity 
to kid-
nap the 
northern  
Negro
 vote 
for 
he 
Itemoeratic
 
Party.  
There is noway by 
mhich 
the 
Republicans
 
can 
regain  the 
Negro
 
.ote 
except by  
taking
 
advantage  
.4 such
 opportunities 
as the Dem-
aeratic Party may
 offer. 
A 
bitter
 
:lispute
 
within  
the Democratic 
Party
 next
 session 
on civil 
rights
 
.night
 help 
the Republicans
 to 
.nake a little 
hay  among Negro 
Airlines
 
May  
Levy
 
Penalties
 
For
 
'No  Show' 
WASHINGTON  
I 
UPI I 
The 
'Iva Aeronautics Board ICABI 
:las given the nation's airlines 
oithorization  to 
consider  stiff pen-
alties
 
against 
passengers 
who 
make 
reservations
 
hut fail to show 
lip 
for  
flights.
 
Chairman 
Alan S. Boyd said 
Thursday the CAB 
had given the 
arriers pet mission to 
discuss the 
:vassibility
 of an 
industrywide
 
-no  -
now- penalty 
severe
 enough 
to 
liscourage
 
the 
practice.
 
But Boyd,
 who met 
with  
the 
,residents  of major airlines.
 
said
 
 hat 
if the airlines levy 
such pen-
ilties they 
also  must accept 
fines 
- 
11, 
airs 
(sit,.51.;:
 
Is
 field 
Weil -
hem's) ,11
 
in
 fIt n Al 
9 
an-
nOtIfitIsi  
'I 
ellialrIli.111 FrPti 
..ie(
 
or 
ges all 
isiterested
 
students 
to attend 
Sueh 
iiitis  ill..., 
as the Corona-
tion fcill 
Cafe Capers, and 
the
 
re-
.
 
LT. 
COL.  
EDWIN
 T. 
RIOS
 welcomes
 
new  San Jose 
State  
College
 
military  
men to the campus. 
The  new 
ROTC 
men 
are  already 
preparing
 
for  a top 
program 
in 
view of recent
 world 
events. 
Pictured
 
from 
left to right are: Sfc. 
Herbert  
Leong,  Maj. 
Russell
 
L. 
Johnson,
 Sgt. Ed E. 
Bischoff,  and
 Capt.
 Paul 
E.
 
Lasker.
 
% 
ised
 
Spring  
Cat
 
niVal
 
Will 
tie 
di-.
 
Clibbell
 
at
 the
 
meeting.
 
Scheduled
 
for 
Oct.  
27. 
the
 
Cut., 
tuition 
ball 
will
 be 
held
 
at
 the
 
Cale
 
auditorium
 
from  
9 
p.m.
 
to
 1 
a.m.
 
Dick  
Rinehart,
 
who  
plays
 
at
 
The  
Village
 in 
San 
Francisco
 
and  
at 
the 
Ali  
Baba
 
in 
Oakland
 
wilt  
direct
 
his  
band 
for
 the semi
-formal
 
affair.  
Admission
 will
 be 
with 
Stu-
dent
 Body 
card 
only. 
-We  
will  
have
 
sane 
other  
en. 
tertainment
 
at the 
ball."
 
remarked  
Meyer.
 
"but
 
nothing  
definite
 has 
been 
planned
 
as 
yet." 
'Cafe  
Cape's."
 a 
weekly
 
preaen-
tation  
of
 big 
name 
shom 
business
 
stars,
 
will  
be
 continued 
again
 this 
year  
weekly  
in the
 
cafeteria,  
said 
Meyer.
 Such
 
people  
as 
Ray  
Charles.
 
Ella
 
Fitzgerald,
 Pat
 
Suzuki.
 
and  
Joannie
 
Summers
 are 
being 
sought
 for 
the 
once -a
-week  
programs.
 
according
 to 
the 
SAC  
chairman.
 
The  
committee  
hopes 
to 
begin 
the 
program
 
Thursday  
after-
noon.  
Committee  
officers
 
elected
 
last 
spring
 include
 Sue 
Bertotti,
 vice 
chairman:  
Judy 
Nolte,  
secretary;
 
Carole 
Cadmus,  
treasurer:  
Mike  
Collins,
 publicity;
 and 
Ray Ran-
dall, big
 name 
entertainment.
 
ROTC Staff
 
Gains
 
Four
 
New  
Members
 
Four  
 
the San 
JoaeState  College 
ROTC 
staff this 
year.  They are 
Maj. 
Russell  L. 
Johnson,
 Capt. Paul 
E. 
Lasker. Ste. Herbert
 Leong, and 
S. 
Sgt.
 Ed. E. Bischoff 
Maj. Johnson is a 1951 
graduate  
of 
the West Point 
military  aca-
demy. Hat 
received  his M.A. 
degree  
\ 
,HT  AT 
WEST 
POI  \ 
...2
-year -old 
father 
oi 
:sir
 
is 
in the 
artilery 
branch 
of' the 
U. 
S.
 Army 
and has 
taught 
at 
West Point 
for three 
years.  He re-
cently 
returned 
from 
a um. 
year
 
tour
 of 
Korea.  
Capt. 
Lasker.
 
32, of 
the  US 
State 
Goes  
Mount:ng  
Power  
International'
 
Worries Soviets
 
With 
Students
 
The 
S.IS
  
 
 
creasingly  
Intel
 natant:11 propor-
tions 
this 
semester
 with the 
ad-
dition of 122 new 
foreign 
students.
 
Counted 
lkiih approximately
 
301.1  
foreign 
st talents returning.
 
the
 
"This semester
 we have an in-
crease in 
students enrolling from 
Central and 
South  America," said 
Miss Richards.
 Most of 
these  
countries are 
represented 
by only 
one new student. 
A 
total of 
20 students from 
IGuropean 
countries
 other 
than
 
Norway 
have 
matriculated this 
semester  Other 
students 
are  from 
Africa. 
the Near
-East
 
and 
the 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ii 
ton. 
Their easuanies in 
a'orld
 War II were the 
highest
 of 
any  country in history. 
Swine Weaiern dipaainits
 
thought
 
that 
Khrushchev  was genuinely 
!ii.sninished  at the 
teartion to 
his  
proposals on 
Berlin. 
' "Ile 
probably thought 
we'd  
be 
listen
 
0, 
has
 e 
the 
hrobbin
 
tiew 
srillonis give 
the eollege a 
total foreign
 student body 
of more 
 \ 
than 
400. 
Of the new students
 from
 other diplomats
 in Moscow, :ire 
countries,  the 
largest
 number 
are,
 
worried
 
atamt West Germany 
from 
the Orient, 
according 
to'
 its 
mounting  power.
 
They f( -el they have 
Fact
 Ger-
Marion 
Richards,  ISO advisor. 
(m.littriatn
 
is exercising
 too much 
inyder
 control,  but that 
West 
Kong 
countries  represented 
; 
are: 
g 
C 
. 
(-hi
 
6 
1na
 
12(1.  
Japan
 
Hong
 
influence
 
over
 the policies of the 
Korea 53' told 
the Unitcal States. France and Gieat 
Phillipines 
2.. 
Britain, 
Most  Russian families 
Two 
African
 countries are 
rep- has(.. lost a 
father son. cousin or 
resented
 at SJS this semester for 
uncle  li.,,htin2 in 
the war 
against
 , 
the first 
time. Matthias Kaays is.
 what the 
Russians
 always 
call
 
"the;
 
here
 from 
Tanganyika: Doherty 
Fascists."  
 tio. 
from Nigeria. 
, Both 
Moscow,  a 
city  of five mil -
Also 
here for the first time 
are 
lion. and Leningrad. with 
3.2 mil
-
''co
 
NATO  
officers
 sent
 by 
' 
the lion
 inhabitants, show 
no
 signs of 
mer'ils1:inemg 
for war. I saw no 
t e n t s .
 I dal not 
seo 
a 
p r i v a t e , t i - r o t ) : . : o r w e g i a n
 
government'
 to stud 
g 
ngineering.
 They are 
Nlagnus
 An -
bomb shelter. The Moscow sub-
dreas 
Punsvik
 and 
Arne  Johan 
way, of 
course.  is one of the deep.: 
Flikke. 
est in the world 
and 
it 
took  
Me
 
Two
 other 
Norwegians,
 not em -
minute and a half on a fast 
es'':
 
ployed
 by
 the NATO organization., 
lator to 
got 
from  the Hawks
 
r. 
bring  
to four the total of 
new 
stu-.  
 
gnaind level. It was used as a shel-
dents
 flum 
that
 country.  
tel in World War II. 
Henry Shapiro, United Press In-
terna 
t tonal manager for Russia and 
(lean of American correspondents 
in Moscow. was askel about the' 
Russian equivalent,  of 
the  
Ameri-
can 
civil 
defense
 program.
 He 
re-
plica!: ''In a nuclear mar there is 
no eivil
 
defense,"  
The prime interest of the Ruts-  
sian people semed focussed not on 
Berlin in 
Liar; but on 
improving
 
ti
 
GIti
 
SHILl 
P10,5v-Al
 
WELCOME
 
SPARTANS:
 
Your 
Si-tel:
 Dea!er Welcomes
 
You Back 
. . 
. Ready
 To 
Serve
 
You 
Watch 
Our  
Window for
 Football 
Results
 
Rubio 1.4 cis ell 
cePace
 
FOURTH & SAN FERNANDO 
SHELL  
CYpres5
 
7 
2711
 
NOM 
no."  
SJS 'Invisible
 
Campus'
 
Spans  
Many  
Miles
 
San
 
Jose 
State
 
College's
 ,,,. 
visible
 
campus"
 invol%es
 
user
 
6lso0  
students
 and 
extends 
over
 
severi
 
counties
 
according
 to 
Frank 
ti 
Willey,
 
extension 
program
 
cute.
 
dinator.
 
The 
program
 last 
year 
involved
 
213
 
classes.
 
This  
semester
 
9ti 
courses
 
are 
being uttered.
 
Psycholugy"
 
taught
 t... 
Dr. 
Robert
 
Zaslow,
 
iissiStant  
lessor 
of 
Psychology,
 
is 
a 
thris  
unit 
class
 which 
will
 
meet
 
Hillsdale
 
high school 
Wednesd.....
 
nights 
7-10
 
p.m.
 
starting
 
Wedne  
day. 
1Yr. 
Frederic
 Weed,
 
head o  
political
 science and public , 
istratiun
 
department,
 
"Foreign
 
Policies of 
ers- 
for 
three 
units
 a.. ! 
Tuesday.
 Class will meet 
7-10
 
at 
Peter
 
Burnett 
junior
 
high.
 
S.
 
Jose. 
Other 
classes
 in 
education,
 e: 
girieering.
 
English.
 foreign  
lai 
images, math, and science ha... 
already
 
started,  but students  
rna. 
still 
enroll. 
Because
 
the 
extension
 
prograi: 
, is 
self-supporting,  tuition
 is $10  
unit. 
More 
information  may he o:. 
tamed 
by 
calling the 
extens,
 
service. 
CYpress  4-6414, 
Ext.
 
...iantry
 was 
graduated  
from
 
Oregon 
university, 
received his 
ROTC  
commission 
in 194, 
an& 
 had a one 
year
 advanced 
course  
in intiaary
 at 
Fort 
Berming.  
Georgia. 
Ile has three 
children. 
Ste. Leong is 
from
 Puerto Rico 
where
 he was 
stationed
 for three
 
years. 
S. Sgt. Bischoff 
was sta-
tioned in 
France  before 
coming
 
here. Both 
men  Are married. 
ROTC 
ENROLLMENT  
RISES
 
Commenting
 on the recent
 Ber-
lin crisis and the 
sharp military 
buildup, Maj. Johnson
 said fresh-
men  enrollment in ROTC has 
in-
creased by about 100
 men since 
the
 crisis. 
The present ROTC enlistment 
total
 is 
365.  There  
ha o 
been  
no
 
ac
 
t Ise leeriiitment
 except for booths 
stationed
 
around the
 campus dur-
ing orientation 
week
 to answer 
military requirement questions. 
Announcement
 
Wednesday  
SJS would 
gae credit for 
New 
Biology" 
television
 
was
 an 
en -or. The college 
will no. 
give 
credit for
 viewing 
this
 clan. -
Fairchild Company 
Begins
 Construction 
of 
Research
 
Plant  
PALO
 
A1.1, v i 
Semiconductor
 company has 
begun 
construction
 oft $1.5 
million
 plan' 
in 
Stanford  Industrial 
Park.  
A company spokesman said th.. 
new 
plant  
would
 be devoted t. 
research
 and 
development
 in 
Oa 
field 
of
 
transis.ors
 it  hi',',',  
tronic prod,
 
- - 
- 
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY 
& HAIR DRYER 
Hours: 6 ern to 11 p m. 
Ed's Laundromat 
497 
N.
 13th 
ARCHIE
 
SAYS:
 
My
 cousin 
Archiehe
 thought 
the electric 
razor  ha Gal
 
gave's\
 
him  lost 
Christmas
 was o.k.
 Then he tried
 Old Spice 
ProElectric, 
the 
before  
shave  lotion. Now
 the 
guy  won't stop 
tolling,
 he 
thinks 
electric  
shoving  is 
so great.
 
6:RCHIE
 
SAYS  
PreElectric  
improves
 electric 
shoving  even more 
than
 lather
 
improves
 
blade
 shoving.
 
ARCHIE  SAYS 
Prollectrio  
sets
 
up your 
beard 
by 
drying
 
perspiration  
and 
whisker  
oils so 
you shore
 
blade -close 
without
 
irritation.
 
ARCHIE  
SAYS Pro -
Electric
 
gives  
you 
the closest, 
cleanest,
 
foster,
 
shave.
 
If 
Archie  
ever
 
stops
 talking, I'll 
tell
 him 
/
 
use Old SpiCe Pro. 
Electric
 
myself.  
OP, 
SO 
DO 
I. 
There.*
 
a 
60 sir,- but 
Archie
 Kelm the
 1.00 
bottle
 
Ole  
always ail, 
a watt). 
U 
L 
T 
0 IV 
OR 
ns 
of 
tia. 
data, 
teach
 
) p.m 
h, Sati 
ri. 
Ian
-
hose
 el 
s 
rito.
 
ogram 
$10 a 
be
 
ot,.
 
tension 
I. 2211. 
.y that 
"The 
course
 
ill 
riot 
class
 
ly 
on 
irchild 
begun
 
plant
 
k. 
aid the 
nett  to 
in 
the 
T 
elec.
 
DRY
 
I. 
at 
MIR
 
.vey 
SIDELINED
 GRIDIRONER Jim Cadile awaits 
medical
 
reports
 on 
when he 
will 
be
 able to rejoin the Spartans in 
their 
quest
 for a 
football
 
championship.
 
SF 
Giants
 
To 
Televise
 
Eleven
 
Road 
Games 
SAN  FRANCISCO
 (UP!  The 
San
 
Francisco  Giants  again plan 
to 
televise
 11 road games next 
season.
 
Charles 
Chub
 
Feeney, Giants 
rice
 
president,  Thursday  an-
nounced
 
plans
 to 
teleke
 
the
 nine 
Old 
Series  
Jinx 
Hits 
Game
 
Mantle  
NEW
 
YORK 
it:1'1i
 
Alirke!,
 
Mantle 
finally
 wound up 
in a hos-
pital 
with a 
strength
-sapping 
ab-
scess 
but  the New 
York  Yankees'
 
team physician 
today predicted
 
that the 
slugging  
center
 fielder 
"should be 
ready to play in 
the  
World 
Series."
 
Weakened by the 
after-effects
 
of a recent 
virus attack, 
Mantle  
was admitted to 
Lenox  Hill Hospi-
tal 
early  Thursday 
night
 and Dr. 
Sidney Gaynor
 lanced the 
abscess  
on 
Mickey's  right 
upper hip. 
Dr. 
Gaynor  said 
Mantle will 
have to 
remain
 in the hospital 
"for 
a  couple 
of 
days." 
"He should 
be ready 
to
 play in 
the World 
Series,
 though," Dr. 
Gaynor added.
 
The Yankees and 
the Cincinnati 
Reds
 open the 1961 
World  Series 
at Yankee 
Stadium
 next Wednes; 
lay. 
SAVE
 
MONEY!! 
On 
GAS and 
OIL  
SAHARA
 OIL CO.
 
Second
 
and
 
illiant
 
Dodger 
games  from 
Los Angeles
 
and 
two other 
unannounced
 con. 
tests.  
This year, the Giants 
televised 
their 
11 games 
at
 Los Angeles.
 
Next year, they 
play only nine 
there 
since  two new 
teams are 
entering the 
league.
 
The San Francisco
 Board of 
Supervisors has asked 
the Giants 
to televise more games,
 but Fee-
ney said he would appear 
before
 
the 
board  to defend the team's
 
presently policy. 
Though he emphasized 
that pro-
tecting the product
 bnsehall was 
the
 primary reason for the 
lack of 
television, Feeney also 
noted  that 
television from 
Eastern
 points 
would  cost "at least 
$25,000 a 
game and no sponsor 
would  care 
to buy it." 
He also said a "very 
satisfac-
tory" radio contract 
provides
 for 
no more than 11 
TV games. 
Old Casey Returns 
NEW 
YORK
 (UPI) The 
New 
York Mets 
annuonced  today 
that  
Casey
 Stengel has agreed to 
man-
age the Mets under a 
one-year con-
tract when they join 
the  National 
League next season. 
A Mets' spokesman
 said 
that  
Stengel, 72, 
who was released as 
manager of the New York Yan-
kees last year because of 
his  age, 
finally 
(tackled to accept the post 
with the Mets "after a great
 deal 
of discussion with
 General Man-
ager George Weiss." 
SPARTY 
Recommends:  
 SPARTAN 
BURGERS  
 STEAK
 
SANDWICHES
 
 CREAMY
 MILK 
SHAKES 
 
FROSTY  
MUG 
ROOT 
BEER 
cpaPtan
 
lunch
 
215  
South  
4th 
Street
 
Across  
from  
Science  
Building
 
ALWAYS A 
GOOD
 
CUP 
OF 
COFFEE  
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TYPEWRITER
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No
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Free
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E.
 San Fernando
 
St 
Nest
 
to 
Cal  
Book
 
Store
 
FREE
 
PARKIN
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Free  
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Ace  
Still
 
Out 
With  
Ailment
 
Coach  Bob 
Titchenal's
 varsity 
football squad was 
again  
without  
the 
services  of 
ace  tackle 
Jim  Ca-
dile in 
Saturday's  football
 fracas, 
at Moscow,
 Idaho. 
Cadile,
 who has 
been
 afflicted 
with 
a mysterious
 malady 
ever
 
since the startof
 the season, 
re-
mained 
behind  when the 
Spartans  
left for Idaho on Friday. 
Cadile's illness was 
first diag-
nosed as 
mononucleosis.  When 
tests proved 
negative,  a  slipped 
disc was suspected. Now neither 
seems
 certain. 
A converted end, Cadile 
made 
honorable mention on the 1960 
All -West Coast team as a 
tackle.
 
At San Jose city 
college  in 1958, 
Cadile gained All
-Conference.  All. 
Coast and All -America 
junior col-
lege honors. 
It is 
not yet 
known 
whether 
Cadile, who played only briefly in 
the opening game
 against Brigham 
Young, will be able to play in 
Sat
 (ir 'lays came with Colorado 
St.
 
Home
 Run Battle 
Draws
 
Some Mail 
By OSCAR FRALF:V 
United 
Press International 
NEW YORK (UPDEver since 
the invention of the 
tea kettle for 
the express purpose of steaming
 
open 
others'  letters one of the 
top 
indoor  sports has 
been  reading 
somebody else's mail. 
Roger
 Mans, and my contention
 
that if he hits 
61 home runs he 
should  get a record 
without aster-
isk, has brought a 
bushel. Some 
of them are actually printable. 
For 
instance:  
"Dear Sir: 
Sentimentality
 and 
Stanley
 Steamers accepted, the 
major 
league records will also 
show  - without asterisks - Babe 
Ruth. 1921, 59 
homers, .378 bat-
ting average;
 Babe Ruth, 1927, 60 
and.356; Jimmy
 Foxx, 1932, 58 
and 
.356; Jimmy Foxx, 
1932, 58 
58 and .315,
 and Roger
 Maria, 
1961, 60 and .268.  
"Some 
day,
 after you 
comb
 your 
ducktail  and 
before  you jump 
in 
your 
MG,  ponder 
the
 following: 
If you were a 
major league 
mana-
ger 
and had to 
cut one of 
the 
above 
from your 
squad, whom
 
would you 
send to 
Kansas
 City, 
the
 Yankee farm club?
 
"Maria has about
 as much 
chance of 
hitting  more 
home runs 
in his career
 than Babe 
Ruth, as 
you have 
of replacing
 Grantland 
Rice  or 
Red
 Smith. 
"Sincerely, 
R. 
L. 
Hunter,
 Park 
Forest, 
Ill." 
Dear 
R. L.: 
Flattery
 will 
get 
you
 nowhere 
but thanks
 for the 
ducktail  
which  I 
need  to 
cover  my 
bald
 spot, 
the MG 
which  I 
can't  
afford
 and for 
mentioning 
me in 
the same
 paragraph 
with Granny
 
and 
Red. 
As 
to your 
questions,  I'd 
play 
Foxx 
on 
first, 
the others 
in
 
the 
outfield
 and 
send 
myself  to 
Kan-
sas 
City
 to relax 
while they
 won 
the 
pennant.  
"Dear  
Sir:
 I'm 
glad
 Roger 
did 
not make 
it. He is 
a fine long 
ball 
Heavyweight
 
Contender
 
Liston
 
hitter and a good baseball player.
 
But look at the batting average. 
Roger
 isn't the boy I'll pull for to 
break the recoid. The man I'll 
root for will be a great player 
with
 a  lot of color. We like Roger; 
we love 
Ruth.  "Sincerely, G. K. 
Hastetter, Lindsay, Calif. 
Dear G. K.: You take the water-
melon bellies of the past and I'll 
take the kids of today.
 And if 
that's sacrilege,  make the most 
of it 
Monday.
 
Ordoker
 
? 
1081  
SPARTAN
 
DAII V-8
 
Idaho's
 
Victory
 A 
Thriller 
By EARL 
GUSTIER?  
MOSCOW, Ida.- 
Idaho's Van-
dals, obviously burned up from 
their opening 
game  51-0 defeat by 
Oregon, turned their wrath upon 
San Jose's 2-0 record with a 27-18 
win that was obsolutely electric at 
I the finish. 
The Vandals started the second 
half trailing, 
12-6.  But Vandal 
Coach Skip Stahiey's
 boys warmed 
up 
to the shouts of 
Idaho's
 4000 
students, 
crying
 "LET'S GO, IDA-
HO!" 
5353, 
With  eight seconds 
remain-
ing in the game,
 sent Phil Clifton 
"Dear Sir: I am 
58 and I will 
say there isn't a man living
 who 
likes baseball better than I 
do 
and I stand for what is right 
as 
much 
as
 any man on earth. Frick 
was 
right and you give me a sour 
stomach. 
"I believe 
I know the Babe 
well 
enough that if 
he
 had eight games 
added to his 154 his 
record would 
have been
 much  better than 60. 
Maria
 
would have had his 
work
 
cut out for him.
 P.S.: I don't have 
a sour taste 
in
 my mouth for 
Roger Mans as I 
think he is a 
real 
nice kid. 
"Thanks,  W. 
B. 
Beck, West 
Monroe, La." 
Dear W. B.: You're
 welcome and 
congratulations  
on your 
longevity,  
dedication  and 
righteousness.
 But 
I wonder how
 the Babe 
would 
have done 
under the 
pressure Ma-
rts
 
has faced, 
the arduous 
night 
game
 schedule and
 the extended 
travel which 
today gives the
 play-
ers little 
time
 for rest or 
hot dog 
and 
soda pop 
sprees. 
P.S.:  Try 
bicarbonate
 of soda 
for the sour 
stomach.
 
"Dear 
Sir:  The way 
we see it, 
he
 really hit
 60. Our 
brother  was 
a 
ball player 
and Ki Ki 
Cuyler  
our 
cousin. 
"Most  
respectfully,  
Mrs.
 H. M. 
Worth,  Orange, 
MC 
Madam:  I 
thank 
you  and 
my
 
whole 
family thanks
 
you and  your 
whole 
family.
 
Freed
 
by
 Judge
 
of 
All  
Charges
 
I'll!
 
A 
I UPI I  
Sus-
pended
 
heavyweight
 
boxer  
Charles  
Sonny
 Liston
 was
 
prepared
 
today 
to 
seek 
reinstatement
 
after 
a 
lodge
 freed 
him of 
a charge
 of ex-
tinguishing  his 
car
 lights
 to avoid 
identification.
 
Judge 
Joseph
 E. 
Gold  
cleared  
Liston  
Thursday  
after  
commenting
 
the 
huge  
fighter
 
"has  a 
little  of 
a 
juvenile
 in 
him." 
Morton 
E. 
Wit -
kin, 
Liston's 
attorney,
 
indicated
 he 
would
 ask 
the 
Pennsylvania
 
Ath-
letic  
Commission
 
shortly  
to 
rein-
state  
the
 license
 it 
lifted 
from  
the
 
boxer 
after 
he
 ran 
afoul of 
the 
law 
last
 
summer.
 
Gold  
heard
 the 
case 
involving  
a 
woman 
motorist 
in a 
Fairmount  
Park
 
incident  
early  last June 12 
after
 
Liston
 pleaded 
innocent and 
waived  a jury 
trial.  A magistrate 
had
 dismissed 
the charge 
but. Lis-
ton was rearrested
 on orders 
of 
the 
district  
attorney's
 office.
 
Liston 
had  been 
accused of 
ordering  Mrs. 
Dolores E. 
Ellis  to 
"pull 
over" while 
he
 and a 
cons
 
panion  were 
driving
 through 
the 
park  and 
then
 dousing 
his car 
lights in a 
chase by a 
park
 guard. 
The  
suspension,
 which cost 
Lis-
ton
 his ranking
 as top 
challenger  
for Floyd
 Patterson's 
heavyweight 
title, was 
meted out 
because of 
the  park 
episode
 and an 
earlier  
arrest 
for corner
 lounging.
 
Liston
 came 
here
 for the 
trial  
from 
Denver  where 
he is under-
going
 
instruction  
by the 
Rev. 
Edward  P. 
Murphy, a 
priest who 
appeared  as a 
eh:it-Refer
 witness
 
- 
LEE'S
 
BARBERSHOP
 
Specializing 
in All 
Hail -cub;
 
Adult  
1.50
 
Children
 1.25 
68
 
E.
 San 
Fernando  
oven  4)
 
Iii 
6 
-- Mon. 
111111
 
Sat.
 
in 
to attempt a field
 goal from the 
22 with 
the  Spartans 
losing.
 20-18 
In very cold 
weather.  Vandal
 Dave 
Putnam
 blocked 
and  caught the 
attempt and then galloped
 80 
yards 
for an insurance
 touchdown 
with
 
the crowd roaring. 
Immediately preceding the 
field goal try. San Jose end Bob 
Bonds made a great catch of a 
(Ion 
Gallego,..
 pass for the last 
Spartan 
touehd(mn.
 
Coach Bob Tit chenars boys dom-
inated 
the game . . . statistically.
 
with 203 yards on the ground and 
San Jose rolled up 23 
first
 
Diversified
 
Sports  Offered
 
For 
Interested  Students 
A diversified 
sports  program 
de-
signed to fit the 
needs  of a ma-
jority of 
students has been 
tenta-
tively planned 
by Dan Unruh, new 
director of intramural
 activities 
at 
SJS.  
Included 
in his proposed
 pro-
gram 
will be touch 
football, ten-
nis, volleyball,
 wrestling, swim-
ming, bowling, the 
Turkey  Trot, 
Varsity To Meet 
Head 
basketball
 coach Stu 
Inman
 has asked that all var-
sity basketball 
candidates  meet 
In 31G201 tomorrow at 3:30 
p.m. 
Dan Glines. frosh casaba 
coach,  
requests  the same for 
freshman
 candidates on 
Wednes-
day:
 
same
 
room  
and same 
time.  
Activity 
Touch football 
the Greek Relays, softball, bad- Fraternity 
minton,
 table tennis, free throw Independent 
shooting, horseshoe 
contests, golf, AB -College 
track and field, and a tentatively 
play-offs
 
scheduled
 bike race. 
Tennis 
Activities 
will  be organized into 
Velltyball 
fraternity  and 
independent
 leagues. 
Some co-ed 
activities  are planned. 
said Unruh. 
Unruh  again 
stressed
 the need 
for touch
 football officials for
 the 
soon -to-begin 
season. Interested 
students 
should  contact Unruh
 in 
MG121.
 Officials will 
be paid $2 
per game and must attend a few 
clinics. Games will be played Mon-
day, Tuesday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday at 4 p.m., with officials 
reporting to the 10th St. park 
across from Municipal 
stadium,  at 
3:45 p.m. 
"Any faculty
 members inter-
ested in participating in an or-
ganized intramural program 
should  
contact me, 
also,"
 remarked Un-
ruh. 
Tennis, badminton,
 bowling, vol-
leyball, and golf are some of the 
activities suggested for faculty 
leagues by Unruh, who asks 
that 
interested faculty members watch 
the Campus
 Digest for further 
information.
 
The tentative All -College 
Intra-
mural 
fall
 sports 
calendar.:  
Entries 
Season 
Due 
Begins 
Oct. 6 
Oct. ln 
Oct. 6 
Oct.  11 
Open Open 
Oct. 11 Oct. 
16 
(two
-man)
 Oct. 13 
Oct.
 
20 
Turkey Trot 
Nor.10 
Nm. 
Wrestling  
Nov. it Dec.
 I 
Swimming
 
Nov.22  
Dec.
 
Bowling 
Nov. 17 Nov. 
27 
Greek  Relays 
(1000 yd. 
shuttle)
 Nov. 10 Nov. 21 
166
 through the chilly air 
Idaho.  
managed  135 yards 
rushing
 and RA 
passing
 
The San Jose 
cause wa, del,n-
itely hurt by 
the absences 
'ml
 hill
-
hack Mack 
Burton
 and 
tackle
 liror 
' (-flaw'. 
Both stayed 
home with 
ail-
ments.
 
Also, 
Idaho held the 
threat of 
long 
gainers
 by 
the 
ilk,. of 
Johns
 Johnson 
and Phil Clifton
 
to 
a minimum.
 RJR 
being 
Nivel'  
to 
grind  out 
the
 yardage 
when  
not 
passing.  
With 11:40 left 
in
 the initial 
quarter,  
Vandal
 quarterback
 Mikc 
Mosolof
 
threw
 to his 
favorite  
end. 
Reg 
Carolan,  for a 
50
-yard touch-
rlown play. 
Spartan 
signal -caller 
Gallegos 
(lid the
 same to Ray Pena
 from the 
eight yard line five 
minutes
 
later.
 
Gallegos  scored the 
go-ahead  TD 
with 25 
seconds left 
in the first
 
half. A two
-point conversion
 ley 
fa i 
led.
 
In
 the third 
quarter. 
Idaho  
marched 
61 yards 
in 12 
plays  for 
a touchdown
 and a 
conversion  
for 
their 
go-ahead 
score. 
Mosolof  
sneaked  
over from the 
one with 
3:40 left 
to play in 
the 
last 
quarter 
for  the TD 
that seeth-
ed 
to clinch 
things  for 
the
 home. 
1,,wners.
 
The big 
strong and
 fast 
Caro-
' Ian 
certainly 
lived up to  
his ad-
vance
 billing. 
The 6-6 
Idaho 
end 
caught
 5 
passes  for 
76 yards
 
and 
one 
touchdown.
 In 
one  
case;
 
a 
head-on  
tackle 
failed  to 
stop 
his 
forward 
progress.
 
After  the 
game.  
Titchenal  
sta-
ted, 
"We  
didn't
 take 
advantage  
of
 
our 
breaks  in 
the  first 
half,  and 
you can't 
do that 
against  any 
team  
and 
expect to 
win." 
Bingoers
 
Honk
 
IlitiST01..,
 England 
1.1:itl
 
i  
Drive-in bingo 
is
 
starting  soon in 
a Bristol 
garage. Bingo
 drivers 
ill toot horns instead of calling 
SPANISH FOODS 
 
BANQUET
 
 FOODS TO GO 
Spani34 141/ar 
93 
Willow St CT
 S-9584 
Like 
to 
see 
your 
name 
in 
print?
 
Open a Bank of America
 checking
 accountand  all 
your checks will 
be imprinted with 
your 
name
 and address free. A Bank 
of 
America  
checking account means top 
protection
 for 
your 
money.
 Your 
cancelled  check is your 
receipt 
for a 
paid bill. Also 
available is 
our  
economical 
Tenplan
 
checking
 
account
 where
 you 
pay only 
for 
the 
checks
 you 
write.  
There's  no other 
charge.  
Open your 
account
 
today. 
BANK OF 
AMERICA
 
AVM. *Amos 
 wrote e.o.m. 0.1PoOr. 
mewPc e 
1st & 
SANTA  
CLARA 
MEE!
 s 
SAN JOSE 
MAIN
 °MU  
SAN JOSE, 
CALIFORNIA
 
6-0IPARTAN 
!MILT 
Monday,
 
October!  
Vw,
 
Prof Finds 
Brazil
 
Moscow
 
Skirts
 Rise 
Higher; 
Living 'Pleasant'
 
Western
 Styles 
Sweep  
Russia
 
Iss Lea IER ON 
What's
 it like to live 
in Bahia. 
Brazil,
 for
 two
 
years' 
To Dean
 
R. 
Cresap.
 
professor 
of political 
wiener, 
the city 
01
 
GL10.000 on the
 
on
 sea 
inn  
pros 
sled
 
"a
 pleasant 
ex-
pinion:ea for
 him and 
his family 
Fur 
two years, 
Proteasas
 Cis-sap 
jived
 in the 
that
 capital
 
of
 Bruall. 
ettina
 
up 
aograins
 in 
public 
ait  
eitniatration
 for the
 laniveralty
 of 
Bahia
 under 
the 
directian
 
oi
 the 
University  
of
 
Southern 
California 
. 
and 
the  
International
 
Ci.5e's-1.0am  
Administration.
 
PEOPLE CORDIAL 
lhaing 
this 
period. 
he 
baind  
the  
people as 
cordial 
and interesting 
as when 
he saas
 
mi 
hilt 11111.1ill. 
World  War 
11
 hese is 
Si (..1.1111.. 
p14.0'
 lack 
of 
Iasi:11  
C011..4101111t..,,
Ile
 
Still I, 11111111Ig 
(ILO Ult. I-nor/1111a
 1011 
iS 
Mostly  it
 mixture
 nil 
Dation,
 Ne-
gro and 
.Caucasian.
 
In 
this 
respect  
iiral
 in 
respect  
to 
the 
weather,
 the 
coontry 
is 
much 
like  the 
Hawaiian
 Islands.
 
he
 said. 
Comparing
 college  
at 
tint
 
e n  - 
there  with 
those
 in the 
Um
 
ta 
States,
 Professor 
Cresap 
said
 .1 
most  of 
the
 students
 seem to 
cons'
 
from
 the 
more  
select
 class,
 the 
upper-class, I 
2t
 
they  do 
not  
Wiwi;  
as
 
hard at 
their  studies 
beca.. . 
of a 
gentleman's  
conception
 of ed-
tusitian,
 and la) it k 
incompre-
hensible  to them 
that they 
work
 
at 
nuinual  labor 
to support 
their  
way through college. 
Whae
  la- 03:- el
 
!,',!17s 70-
atired the - 
I awes 
American  
stu-
dents  
make  to 
get  
through
 col-
lege. 
they,  
themselves,
 would 
not 
go through 
similar trials,
 the pro-
teasor
 said. 
Profest4or
 CreSup 
were
 his 
It 1. alai I tIt'll' teen
-aye daughter. 
jIl 
ul a 11.111 tound the 
pace
 of life 
there intern to 
their liking. 
SLOW PACE 
Atttumutrile
 traffic 
there  is curt-
aiderable, 
Ptufesaor Cresap 
said, 
but because of 
poor  roads ALAI the 
erowdealneits of the 
thoroughfares.
 
MOSCOW  
IUP1. 
Short  
skirts
 
have 
become  
Marxist  
in 
Moscow.'
 
The 
Western  
decree 
that
 
skirtst 
roust
 barely 
cover the
 knees 
finally 
Made
 its 
way  
ticruss
 the 
Steppes  tu 
the 
Soviet 
capital. 
Most  
women
 01.P1' 
25 in 
Soviet
 
cities,
 and 
virtually
 all 
femalea
 in 
the 
country,  
still  wear 
their  dresses 
hovering
 closer 
to the 
ankles.
 But 
the 
younger  
Moscow  girls 
tend to 
side
 with 
their  
Western
 sisters.
 
These
 early 
fall  days. 
skirts are 
showing 
more of 
Russian
 legs 
than
 
since
 the '20's
 in the 
land  of 
con-
servative
 styles.
 
Many 
young  girls 
strolling
 in 
Sokolniky  Park. 
hurrying  through 
Mum
 store or standing in 
line 
at 
i the %AWN' 
Am Theater are wear-
ing lull skirts 
hitting
 just below 
the 
knee.  Some bravely 
show  half 
their knees.
 
The pretty 
blonde  who brings 
mail to United
 Press International 
twirls happily in a blue accordion -
pleated short skirt. In fact, the 
DEAN 
CRESAR 
. . . pleasant experience 
the flow of traffic
 is much 
slowerl
 
than 
here in the 
United States.
 I 
. In fact, living is at such a lei- 
r 
 
surela
 pace that the 
stores
 close 
at noon 
and reopen again 
at 3 
Party Seis 
But while 
the pace may seem
 : 
Stage  
I 
o'clock in the 
afternoon, he said.
 1 
 
slow, students entering 
college
 
s.  
lirect
 Is into their 
professiiitia. 
.M1/.1. Their liberal education is 
tinishisl in 
secondaey schools, he 
said.
 
Before returning to the
 United 
Stales, the prolessol and his fam-
ily vacationed
 in Europe for two
 
months, visiting all the 
countiles 
except 
Germany  and the 
Scandi-
navian 
countries.  
For  
Inauguraton
 
Of
 
Trial  
Syctem
 
.aparta 
Par' 
, . '.11 -
lied 
service
 
es_ arliZit11.11, 111 
put
 
on trial 
a new 
system
 for the
 
selection 
of
 its eight 
freshman  
class  
candidates.
 
Potential 
candidates will take 
a 
series of 
written
 examinations 
Oct. 4 
prior 
to the election 
to 
be 
held on Oct. 19 
and  20. 
These
 
examinations
 will
 
cover  
the individuals 
philosopy  of gov-
ernment
 and understanding
 of the 
Associated Students 
Constitution.
 
-The object
 
as stated
 
by
 
party  
chairman  Bob 
Crittenden.
 "Is to 
select those freshmen
 who have 
!lie areatest 
interest,
 determina-
tion and dedication to 
the plum-
nitgoc.d goverielient." 
Preat . Davis. ASI3 president, 
Wt11) Wits elected on the Sparta 
party 
platfrnan.
 highly etalifirSOS 
the inovation. 
Interested freshmen may 
pick 
tip 
applications
 from 
Bob 
Critten-
den or Brent Davis in the College  
Union. 315 S. Ninth at. daring the 
IleN
 I three. tlas
 s 
U.N.'s  Stevenson 
9uestions
 Vetoes 
Ni'.'  YORK 
IUPII United 
Nat i. 41 
Ambassador  Adlai 
Steven-
son says that
 if it came to a 
show-
down. this 
country
 would "be 
loathe"  
to give 
up its 
Veto
 in the 
ION.
 
Scattily  Council. 
St
 ie. mom asts 
quoted 
in Look 
Magazine as 
saying,  "We would 
have tit face 
use of the veto if 
more  votes are inimical 
to us." 
Stevenson
 added: "The point 
is: 
For what do you use 
the veto--
tor 
iinly  selfish 
national
 
ends or 
tar active? The Russians have used 
the veto because the United Na-
tions has obstructed their
 design 
to conuntin.te
 
" 
CLASSIFIEDS  
CLASSIPIED
 RATES: 
25c a line first
 insertion 
20c a line 
succeeding
 inserl'...ns 
2 
line minimum, 
TO PLACE AN AO: 
Call 
at Student
 Affairs 
Office--
Room 16, Tower Hell. or 
Send in Handy Order Blank
 
with
 Check or Money 
Order.
 
 No Phone 
Orders   
For 
Sale 
2 two, 
t5Pds  
A set
 
3 : 
Morris
-Minor,  
59 
P5,4 
mt, m 
Trade 4.- terms
 $oCE
 7...L C. 
Baby 
sitter.  
Y7,ur
 
home 
or 
ours. 5 
day 
19 MO-Psd. -" e 
csi 
...eel',
 
2 
gir1s, 
W.? 
and
 
21/2  
years.
 1430 
'ffs,r., 2 
900
 
-I. 
mi.  
5125  
C"969-'.  W, trots 
Ave S.J. 
after
 6 p.m. 
_   
Lamp?
 ri$isfr 
^rr-% 
Girls 
wanted
 
with 
some experience - 
CY 
'74391 
 
1n:1rnate
 
appere;
 for women
 
such 
Hs,ary, 11nge''e bras,
 
girdles.  
leola-:
 
. 
. 
1953 
Studs,  
ltit'c mr-
 
 
1" ts .77, 
44^  07's see'or's 
w'te
 ' 47,  
whin a-, around 56 
Cr
 a 
loin
 over pre 
  1,e',. 
Tn,e 
wy 
car 
werk 20
 
yr mcre 
VW,
 late
 '55.
 
'41  tit
 
isasd 
See Mr lt.dd 
at
 
56
 W. 
, Rentals 
Large 
furnished apt,
 2. 
3, 4  
students.
 
4.6 
' CY 7-2494. 
Contract
 
In
 
ion
 girl in 
n;ce  
'.  on 
deposit,
 
male 
student,  kit. 
prin.
 
$10:  
7' 
3088.  
G -1 f.; share -spproved 
apt,  with two 
CV
 
2.2159.  
home. Male,
 clean.
 
ct.,rn.
 
62 No. 
7th,  
Male student
 c sitare apt,  
with  two 
05e's  
$28.50 
tro. 410 Margaret 
St.,
 
e r  2 
Wanted:  
F.)iirth girl to share opt. on So. 
, 540. 
CV
 
5.2352.  
cond. I 
N*Ip WeeNd 
1955
 
Olds Holiday. 
'49
 Marc.
 
Racing 
bike, 
1'7' 
kiresp
 
'56, 150 r ,--
',a, 
so' 
24327
 
- 
ve.ry 
- 
Transportation 
- 
- 
12,clers 
a^d  
fy 9 30 
i; EM 6-4028. 
Ride naded to 
L.A.
 
any weekend. r. 
CY 
7.3329
 
Need ride? Car 
pool
 
G 
Iroy 
Sal,tas
 
W,F,
 Write 
Anloff  
123, 
Bei 334A 
Carmel.
 
Misesellsomses 
Approviad
 
Apt. contract, ;.,1 
Young married
 couple 
It, 
ant 
born,.
 
0/,'
 
are
 Apt 21. CV 
2.4697.
 
win
 
elderly
 
gentleman.
 
Must
 be 
Poi-
-
   
'avant. 
Call
 
CV
 
4.4190  
after 6:00
 
ram. 
TR-3,
 
60: 
blue, 
haste-.  ass
 
$
 soo 
UN 
'3421.
 
Sell  or trade
 59 
TR
 Al. 
3 0148 
Like
 
.1.01 
151,y,  
cased,
 
Newish 
Permanent hair rernevol. A L 
Nantelle  
Reg al...treks:est,
 
2100
 Irk
 1st, 
Pm 
422 
CV
 
4 4499. 
girls
 here all look 
more  Western -
style 
nowadays.  Moscow 
lipsticks 
come in several
 shades. Many 
young
 
girls
 sport 
"beehive"
 hairdo': 
and 
they  now can 
buy
 French per-
fume 
and British 
pointed
-toe %hitter. 
The 
westernization of 
Russian  
girls 
began in 1959 when a 
Dior 
fashion show 
horn Paris 
invaded
 
Moscow.  The style 
parades
 were 
crowded 
with
 older women who ap-
peared 
disapproving and young 
girls who
 eagerly sketched the 
new 
lines. Since 
then  Muscovites 
have  
seen 
Dutch, American,
 British and, 
currently, 
again  French 
fashion  
shows as well us 
models  from Hun-
gary 
and Poland. 
The Soviet wometes magazines 
currently
 show skirts to the knees 
tor young girls, mid -call 
for older 
women.
 
The fall 
style pronouncements 
from Dom Modell, the 
official de-
signing
 house for dress patterns
 
and 
ready-to-wear  factories, didn't 
mention skirt lengths. But one 
de-
signer' advised Russian 
women to 
wear clothes "that
 retain
 
the 
nat-
ural, 
proportioned  figure."
 
"Coats should 
be straight 
and  
widening
 
downward,
 
with
 a 
belt. 
Jackets [tee and 
semi
-fitted.
 Shoul-
der's  should haves 
smooth
 
line.  La-
pels should be narrow
 . . ." 
As one Frenchman visiting
 
here
 
says. 'Those
 
multi 
he Freneh
 
styles
 
of a year ago."
 
There's 
one 
marked  
Moscow 
touch to these new 
short
 
skirts
 
whirling :Along the 
crowded
 
side-
walks 
on
 Gorky 
Street.  
Many
 are 
exactly 
alike.  The 
newspapers  
pe-
riodically 
complain
 that 
MOSCOW 
stores 
don't 
offer  enough 
variety
 
in
 rubrics or 
clothing. 
"It you 
fern 
something
 
nice,  ev-
etytxxly else has it,
 too,"
 one 
girl  
sighed. 
This year
 production 
must 
have -
been
 
filled and 
overfulfilled  
in a 
cotton 
printed  
fabric  of 
black
 and 
pink 
flowers. 
At
 least 
three  of 
es
-
cry 10 
10
 women 
you see 
on the 
streets
 here are 
wearing 
skirts  or 
dresses
 out of 
this cloth.
 
Grads
 
Determine
 
College
 
Dean
 
Discusses
 
Prestige
 
of 
Campus  
According
 to 
remarks
 
made
 
this  
summer
 
by
 
Dr.  
John  
W. 
Gilbaugh,
 
dean
 
of 
the  
college,
 
the 
worth  
or 
prestige 
f
 
a 
school 
cafi 
he 
de-
termined
 
only  
by its 
finished  
pro-
duct,  
the  
graduate.
 
Just 
as 
important,
 
however,
 
is 
the
 
faculty
 
which  
helps 
make 
the 
student
 
a 
product
 
of the 
school. 
The 
evident
 
irwrease
 
in
 
prestige  
of
 San 
Jose 
Slate  
C'ollege  
is due
 to 
the 
great 
care 
taken 
by the 
school
 
in 
the  
recruitment
 of 
its 
faculty.  
With 
an 
excellent  
staff 
also  
comes
 
superior  
instructional
 
program
 
which  in 
itself 
builds 
a great
 deal 
of 
prestige,  
Dr.  
Gilbough
 
stated.
 
Faculty
 
members
 at 
San 
Jose  
State
 College
 hold 
dr-gives
 from 
fully  
accredited  
colleges
 and 
ate 
experts 
in their 
fields.  
Many 
of
 
them
 are 
nationally
 
'known
 as 
writers  of
 books, 
magazine 
arti-
cles, and 
are in 
great 
demand 
as 
lecturers,  
Dr. 
Gilbaugh  
added.  
The 
scope  of 
San 
Jose  
State
 
College 
covers 
more  than 
merely 
the area
 of its 
boundries,
 for 
through 
its 
graduate  
students  
knowledge
 and 
inspiration
 are 
spread
 to a much 
larger
 
area,
 the 
Dean
 
mentioned.  
Prestige
 
for 
a 
school
 
is 
also  
built 
by 
tile 
participation
 
of
 
its  
graduates
 in 
community
 
events.
 
Any 
honors
 
gained
 
by 
them
 
re 
fleet
 
recognition 
on
 
the
 
school
 
uf 
their  
learning, Ins 
Gilbaugh
 usa 
chided.
 
--
Students
 
Report
 
Personal
 
Thefts
 
theftS of 
persona!
 
tentmtik:-
Ings 
committed
 last 
week
 
were
 
re-
-ported 
Friday  
by 
two  
San
 
'fuse
 
State
 
students
 to 
campus
 
pulice.
 
Emela  
Ginclen, 
1290
 
W. sail 
Tomas
 
Rd.  of 
Campbell
 
told
 
pollee
 
a 
wallet.,
 
containing  
a 
$45
 
check
 
and
 
$4 
in cash, 
and 
personal  
papers
 
and 
a white 
coat
 
were
 
taken
 
from a bench 
inside,
 
the 
women's
 
gym sometime
 
before
 
10:20
 a.m.
 
Thursday.
 
Pacifico
 
Icasiano,
 
2784
 
S.
 
let  
at. 
reported
 
a black 
wallet,  
with
 
$60 
in
 
cash,
 was taken 
from
 
him  
while
 he 
was in 
the 
Spartan
 
eat. 
eteria Friday 
at 10 a.m. 
/TO  ALL 
STUDENTS
 
OF
 
SAN 
JOSE 
STATE  
COLLEGE
 
CAN YOU
 
USE
 
A 
HUNDRED
 
BUCKS?
 
THAT'S
 WHAT
 YOU 
CAN WIN IN 
EVERY ONE 
OF 
IT'S EASY! 
Just pick the 
ten 
winning  teams, predict
 
the  scoresand
 you're in the 
money!  
/ONLY 
STUDENTS ON THIS 
CAMPUS
 
Fi4/1,,/j5/re
 
ARE 
ELIGIBLE!  
FIRST  CONTEST
 OCTOBER  
7! -
All you have to do is clip the 
coupon,  peek the Sinners and 
predict
 the scoresthen 
figure
 out how iou're going 
to spend that hundred 
bucks! It's easy ... 
just
 clip the 
coupon 
below  or get an entry 
blank  where you buy 
cigarettes  and fill in your
 predic-
tions
 of the ten game 
scores.
 Then mail it with an 
empty Viceroy package
 or a reason-
able rendition 
or
 the Viceroy name 
as
 it appears on the 
package  front to 
Viceroy
 at 
the
 Box Number on the
 entry blank or drop
 it in the ballot box 
conveniently located
 
on the campus. 
Open 
only  to students and 
faculty members. 
Enter  as many times 
as you want. 
Simply  send an empty
 aSceroy package
 or reasonable 
rendition  of the 
Viceroy
 name 
with each
 entry. 
Entries 
must
 be postmarked
 or dropped 
in the ballot box
 no later than
 the 
Wednesday  
midnight  before 
the games and 
received by 
noon  Friday of 
the same week.
 
Nest 
conte,T  ....tilt,:
 on 
games  
of
 October 
21when
 you'll has e another
 chance to %sin. 
DON'T  SMOKE ANOTHER
 CIGARETTE 
UNTIL YOU LEARN 
WHAT 
MCETIOY'S 
/*Trove -Filter 
CAN
 
DO
 
FOR  
YOUR
 TASTE! 
It can do plenty. Here's why: the Viceroy
 filter 
starts with pure, safe vegetable material, made 
into the 
same  straight filter strands 
as moo 
good filters. 
But here's the twist:
 Viceroy weaves those 
tiny strands into the special
 Deep -Weave Filter 
. and that's the filter you can trust to gise 
you the good 
taste ol 
a. 
Viceroy's  rich tobao.o 
s blend. The fact is . 
VictgO\ 
DP 
filter 
,Ass.1 
Only 
Viceroy's Got It 
... At Both Ends! 
Got The Filter . 
Got The Blend! 
 Reg U.S. 
Kftent  offi. e 
HERE 
ARE  THE  
CONTEST  ROLESREAD  'EM 
AND  WIN! 
I 
Are 
s/tees itie 
fiteeteieeteyees
 el 
Steen a 00,11,mele,.
 
edietteetieeen,..t.  
et Mee*,
 .+1 
0, .ffift.,  
b0.0.10  1. 
61 
Mo..  
ott,r Cenloe1 sib 
mini
 ill 
rreemmeentel
 teguleteent
 oer.et
 
went
 
ii 
liiittem.ia 
er popped in 
fleet bee longer 
nt .ster ileatistlar
 
...dove 
Were 
tee fa.nes
 ate 
Wiped one 
tweeted  be me.
 
Frojay 
Mv no. 
meet  
Tie site
 
me
 
/Heel tee*te
 rl 
mowed 
2 
fenmrnn 
Runt .ne.ontel1int
 
een
 
etlie 
bete  1140 ml'.,, ... 
int 
leteno.
 
we*  
pme 
peeembeet
 
et
 ,,.   .. 
eked. 
tt, *mem, empty Ye...4 
ibt 
teeeitrOi  04 lie Vetere, 
mime
 it .1 ippeit%
 
Meet 
Moe entre le t.cortey it 
Mal  
It.
 /limber
 on the 
ntte  
et dee, et 
ewe.' toe/bell C0011.1
 9.1101 9011 00 
time. 
3 tnm.it. te ',Oise be The leelben M De.wmtllee Ceti 
the 
Wee of number el rennet, 
twee,/  reeteted 
It, eel De 
the beim our.. Ime4,11 Deleeite 
tele 
el Mill., 
a flows
 tee
 
Ott*  
let  ing tette 
0 
lee,.  
11110.11 a 11/11.1.1im1011 ialletta 
',nee
 
LOOK! 
HERE
 
ARE  ALL
 
THE  
PRIZES
 
YOU 
CAN WIN! 
1st 
PRIZE
 ii:P5o
 
2nd PRIZE 
Li* 
3rd 
PRIZE  
r-211 
111. 
PVIS 
20 OTHER 
PRIZES
 
OF 
$1003  
EACH  
And a 
free carton
 of 
Viceroys
 to every
 
contestant
 who 
names  all ten 
winning  
teamsREGARDLESS
 OF 
THE  
SCORES!
 
SIP.a;d1/ 
Viceroy
 College
 Football
 
CONTEST
 
NO.1
 
Here are 
my
 
predictions
 for next 
Saturday's
 
games.  
Send my prize  
money
 to 
NAME   
ADDRESS  
CLASS 
WIN 
U 
of Calif.
 
SO. 
fronelsto
 St Coll 
Son los. St Coll 
Stanford 
U 
of
 Son franc
 me 
Maryland
 
Michigan 
Oho.  St. 
P
oach,.  
S OH U. 
SCORE  
WIN  
SCORE
 
Missouri  
Humboldt
 
St. 
Cola
 
St.  
U.
 
Morhogon
 
Si 
Moron  
1 C
 Oil 
lit
 
- 
Syracuse
 
Arent
 
UCLA
 
Hobo,
 
Dome
 
Air  
Fens
 
t 
0,0,1
 
op,riONLY
 
TO
 
STUDENTS
 
AND
 
FArttLir
 ON 
THIS
 
CAMPUS.
 
Mat hnfore 
mtdrught
 
Oct
 4 to: 
Vr.eloy,
 
ens
 
og
 A 
kb 
Vrnoon
 
to
 New York 
OFFICIAL
 
'ALLOT
 
SOX
 
AT 
SPARTAN
 
1110011
 
STORE
 
- 
- 
- 
- 
U. 
pmt
 
deleg
 
Seth
 
t 
hr 
F. 
tit  
gittilil 
/Ire
 
11
 
lea.
 
I 
Oct.
 
VOL. 
Ul 
IS 
NEVI 
Winkel
 
J. 
Quil
 
federal
 
ground
 
Quill'
 
include
 
local
 
airlines
 
utilit
 
ies  
to
 
the
 
dustriel
 
Ph  
He c 
of
 
the
 
service
 
In 
hit 
ference.
 
----Cal  
take
 
Is 
Teamst
 
weren't
 
(Hoffa)
 
law
 en  
made
 
al 
_tat 
a 
"fail:
 
union  
high.
 
Li 
ment  
st 
relceati
 
seen  nd 
eering  i 
- larg 
polit teal 
party-br 
people
 c 
cult ta.Vo 
footsie 
Mar 
Spe4 
On
 
Peary
 
house s 
"The IS 
tion" 
campus
 
tan l'e 
Miss
 
frir
 
the
 
15 
mon
 
third
 
al
 
also 
act 
public
 
I 
C 
In 
A
 
II -
keep
 
re 
marling
 
rrrord
 
The p 
plIli  
Ralph  
( 
Since
 
S.IS
 
sit
 
the  
aria
 
the 
sect
 
Inc
 
witl  
ing
 
exec
 
SJS
 
are
 
caste}
 
Try* to 
legal
 
dii 
st-
on
 
call:
 
men an 
the seer 
